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fo,
my m.other Qmyfother

always

there then ond here

for them

A pause, a rose, A moment yellow iust as

something on paper four years later, when my
father returned home
from the war, the mo-
ment of greeting him, as

he stood at the bottom of
the stairs, younger, thin-
ner than when he had left,

was purpie-though moments are no longer so col-

ored. Somewhere, in the background, rooms share

a pattern of small roses. Pretty is as pretty does. In
certain families, the meaning of necessity is at one

with the sentiment of pre-necessity. The better

things were gathered in a pen. The windows were

narrowed bywhite gauze curtains whichwere never

ioosened. Here I refer to irrelevance, that rigidity
which never intrudes. Hence, repetitions, free from

all ambition. The shadow ofthe redwood trees, she

said, was oppressive. The plush must be worn away.

On her waiks she stepped into people's gardens to

pinch off cuttings from their geraniums and suc-

culents. An occasional sunset is reflected on the

windows. A little puddle is overcast. If only you

could touch, or, even, catch those gtay great crea-



tures. I was afrard of my uncle with the wart on his
nose, or of his jokes at our expense which were be-

yond me, and I was shy of my aunt's deafness who
was his sister-in-law and who had years earlier fallen
into the habit of nodding, agreeably. Wool station.

See lightning, wait for thunder. Quite mistakenly,

as it happened. Long time lines trail behind every

idea, object, person, pet, vehicle, and event. The

afternoon happens, crowded and therefore endless.

Thicker, she agreed. It was a tic, she had the habit,
and now she bobbed like my toy plastic bird on the

edge of its glass, dipping into and recoiling from
the water. But a word is a bottomless pit. It became

magically pregnant and one day split open, giving
birth to a stone egg, about as big as a football. In
May when the lizards emerge from the stones, the

stones frirngray, from green. When daylight moves,

we delight in distance. The waves rolled over our
stomachs, like spring rain over an orchard slope.

Rubber bumpers on rubber cars. The resistance on

sleeping to being asleep. In every country is a word
which attempts the sound of cats, to match an

inisolable portrait in the clouds to a din in the air.

But the constant noise is not an omen of music to

come. "Everything is a question of sleep," says

Cocteau, but he forgets the shark, which does not.
Anxiety is vigilant. Perhaps initially, even before one
can talk, restlessness is already conventional, es-

tablishing the incoherent border which will later
separate events from experience. Find a drawer
that's not filled up. That we sleep plunges our work
into the dark. The ball was lost in a bank of myrtle.
I was in a room with the particulars ofwhich a later
nostalgia might be formed, an indulged childhood.
They are sitting in wicker chairs, the legs of which
have sunk unevenly into the ground, so that each is

sitting slightly tilted and their postures make ad-
justment for that. The cows warm their own barn.
I look at them fast and it gives the illusion that
they're moving. An "oral history" on paper. That
morning this morning. I say it about the psyche

because it is not optional. The overtones are a denser
shadow in the room characterized by its habitual
readiness, a form of charged waiting, a perpetual
attendance, of which I was thinking when I began
the paragraph, "so much of childhood is spent in a
manner of waiting."



As for we

who "love to be

astonished"

You spill the sugar when
you lift the spoon. My fr-
ther had fi.lled an old
apothecary jar with what
he called "sea glass," bits
ofold bottles rounded and

textured by the sea, so

abundant on beaches.

There is no solitude. It buries itself in veracity. It is

as if one splashed in the water lost by one's tears.

My mother had climbed into the garbage can in
order to stamp down the accumulated trash, but
the can was knocked offbalance, and when she fell
she broke her arm. She could only give a little shrug.

The family had little money but plenty of food. At

the circus only the elephants were greater than any-

thing I could have imagined. The egg of Colum-

bus, landscape and grammar. She wanted one

where the playground was dirt, with grass, shaded

by a tree, from which would hang a rubber tire as a

swing, and when she found it she sent me. These

creatures are compound and nothing they do should

surprise us. I don't mind, or I won't mind, where

the verb "to care" might multiply. The pilot of the

TO II

little airplane had forgotten to notify the airport of
his approach, so that when the lights of the plane

in the night were first spotted, the air raid sirens

went off, and the entire city on that coastwent dark.

He was taking a drink of water and the light was

growing dim. My mother stood at the window
watching the only lights that were visible, circling
over the darkened city in search of the hidden air-
port. Unhappily, time seems more normative than
place. Whether breathing or holding the breath, it
was the same thing, driving through the tunnel
from one sun to the next under a hot brown hill.
She sunned the baby for sixty seconds, leaving him
naked except for a blue cotton sunbonnet. At night,
to close offthe windows from view ofthe street, my
grandmother pulled down the window shades,

never loosening the curtains, a gauze starched too

stiffto hang properly down. I sat on the windowsill
singing sunny lunny teena, ding-dang-dong. Out
there is an aging magician who needs a tray of ice

in order to turn his bristling breath into steam. He

broke the radio silence. Why would anyone find
astrology interesting when it is possible to learn
about astronomy. What one passes in the Plymouth.



It is the wind slamming the doors. All that is nearly

incommunicable to my friends. Velocity and throat
verisimilitude. Were we seeing a pattern or merely
an appearance of small white sailboats on the bay,

floating at such a distance from the hill that they

appeared to be making no progress. And for once

to a country that did not speak another language.

To follow the progress of ideas, or that particular
line of reasoning, so full of surprises and unex-

pected correlations, was somehow to take a vaca-

tion. Still, you had to wonder where they had gone,

since you could speak of reappearance. A blue room
is always dark. Everything on the boardwalk was

shooting toward the sky. It was not specific to any

year, but very early. A German goldsmith covered a

bit of metal with cloth in the r4th century and gave

mankind its first button. It was hard to know this
as politics, because it plays like the work of one per-

son, but nothing is isolated in history-certain hu-
mans are situations. Are your fingers in the mar-

gin. Their random procedures make monuments
to fate. There is something still surprising when
the green emerges. The blue fox has ducked its
head. The front rhyme of harmless with harmony.

I2

Where is my honey running. You cannot linger "on

the lamb." You cannot determine the nature of
progress until you assemble all of the relatives.
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It seemed that

we had hardly
begun and we were

already there

'We 
see only the leaves and

branches ofthe trees close

in around the house.
Those submissive games

were sensual. I was no
more than three or four
years old, but when
crossed I would hold my

breath, not from rage but from stubbornness, until
I lost consciousness. The shadows one day deeper.

Every family has its own collection of stories, but
not every familyhas someone to tell them. In a small

studio in an old farmhouse, it is the musical ex-

pression of a glowing optimism. A bird would reach

but be secret. Absence of allusion: once, and ring
alone. The downstairs telephone was in a little room
as dark as a closet. It made a difference between

the immediate and the sudden in a theater filled
with transitions. Without what can a person func-
tion as the sea functions without me. A typical set

of errands. My mother stood between us and held
our hands as we waded into the gray-blue water,

lecturing us on the undertow, more to add to the

thrill of the approaching water than to warn us of

r4

any real danger, since she would continue to grip
us by the hand when the wave came in and we tried
to jump over it. The curve of the rain, more, comes

over more often. Four seasons circle a square year.

A mirror set in the crotch ofthe tree was like a hole
in the out-of-doors. I could have ridden in the car

forever, or so it seemed, watching the scenery go

by, alert as to the circumstances of a dream, and
that peaceful. Roller coast. The fog lifts a late sun-
rise. There are floral twigs in position on it. The
roots ofthe locust tree were lifting the corner ofthe
little cabin. Our unease grows before the newly rest-

less. There you are, and you know it's good, and ail
you have to do is make it better. He sailed to the
war. A life no more free than the life of a lost puppy.
It became popular and then we were inundated with
imitations. My old aunt entertained us with her lie,
a story about an event in her girlhood, a catastro-

phe in a sailboat that never occurred, but she was

blameless, unaccountable, since, in the course of
the telling, she had come to believe the lie herself.
A kind of burbling in the waters of inspiration. Be-

cause of their recurrence, what had originally
seemed merely details of atmosphere became, in

r5



time, thematic. As if sky plus sun mustmake leaves.

A snapdragon volunteering in the garden among

the cineraria gapes its maw between the fingers,
and we pinched the buds of the fuchsia to make

them pop. Is that willful. Inclines. They have big
calves because ofthose hills. Flip over small stones,

dried mud. We thought that the mica might be gold.

A pause, a rose, something on papel in a nature
scrapbook. What follows a strict chronology has no

memory. For me, they must exist, the contents of
that absent reality, the objects and occasions which
now I reconsidered. The smells of the house were

thus a peculiar mix of heavy interior air and the air
from outdoors lingering over the rose bushes, the

camellias, the hydrangeas, the rhododendron and

azalea bushes. Hard to distinguish hunger from
wanting to eat. My grandmotherwas in the kitchen,
her hands on her hips, wearing what she called a

"washdress," watching a line of ants cross behind
the faucets of the sink, and she said to us, "Now f
am waging war." There are strings in the terrible
distance. They are against the blue. The trees are

continually receiving their own shadows.

They are seated in the
shadows husking corn,
shelling peas. Houses of
wood set in the ground. I
try to find the spot at
which the pattern on the
floor repeats. Pink, and
rosy, quartz.They wade in

brackish water. The leaves outside the window
tricked the eye, demanding that one see them, fo-

cus on them, making it impossible to look past
them, and though holes were opened through the
foliage, they were as useless as portholes underwa-
ter looking into a dark sea, which only reflects the
room one seeks to look out from. Sometimes into
benevolent and other times into ghastly shapes. It
speaks of a few of the rather terrible blind. I grew
stubborn until blue as the eyes overlooking the bay
from the bridge scattered over its bowls through a

fading light and backed by the protest of the bright
breathless West. Each bit of jello had been molded
in tiny doll dishes, each trembling orange bit a

different shape, but all otherwise the same. I am
urged out rummaging into the sunshine, and the

A nante trirnmed
with colored

ribbons
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depths increase of blue above. A paper hat afloat

on a cone of water. The orange and gray bugs were

linked from their mating but faced in opposite di-

rections, and their scrambling amounted to noth-

ing. This simply means that the imagination is more

restless than the body. But, already, words. Can there

be laughter without comparisons. The tongue lisps

in its hilarious panic. If, for example, you say, "l
always prefer being by myself," and, then, one af-

ternoon, you want to telephone a friend, maybe you

feel you have betrayed your ideals. We have poured

into the sink the stale water in which the iris died.

Life is hopelessly frayed, all loose ends. A pansy

suddenly, a web, a trail remarkably's a snail's. Itwas

an enormous egg, sitting in the vineyard-an enor-

mous rock-shaped egg. On that still day my gtand-

mother raked up the leaves beside a particular pel-

argonium. With a name like that there is a lot you

can do. Children are not always inclined to choose

such paths. You can tell by the eucalyptus tree, its

shaggy branches scatter buttons. In the afternoons,

when the shades were pulled for rny nap, the light
coming through was of a dark yeliow, nearly orange,

melancholy, as heavy as honey, and it made me

thirsty. That doesn't say it all, nor even a greater
part. Yet it seems even more incomplete when we
were there in person. Half the day in halfthe room.
The wool makes one itch and the scratching makes
one warm. But herselfthat she obeyed she dressed.

It talks. The baby is scrubbed everywhere, he is an
apple. They are true kitchen stalwarts. The smell of
breathing fish and breathing shells seems sad, a
mystery rapturous, then dead. A self-centered be-

ing, in this different world. A urinating doll,
half-buried in sand. She is lying on her stomach
with one eye closed, driving a toy truck along the
road she has cleared with her fingers. I mean un-
troubled by the distortions. That was the fashion
when she was a young woman and famed for her
beauty, surrounded by beaux. Once it was circular
and that shape can still be seen from the air. Pro-

tected by the dog. Protected by foghorns, frog honks,
cricket circles on the brown hills. It was a message

ofhappiness by which we were called into the room,
as if to receive a birthday present given early, be-

cause it was too large to hide, or alive, a pony per-
haps, his mane trimmed with colored ribbons.

i8 r9



What is the

meaninghung

fro* that depend

A dog bark, the engine of
a truck, an airplane hid-

den by the trees and roof-

tops. My mother's child-

hood seemed a kind of
holy melodrama. She ate

her pudding in a pattern,

carving a rim around the

circumference of the pudding, working her way

inward toward the center, scooping with the spoon,

to see how far she could separate the pudding from

the edge of the bowl before the center collapsed,

spreading the pudding out again, lowe( back to the

edge of the bowl. You could tell that it was improvi-

sational because at that point they closed their eyes.

A pause, a rose, something on paper. Solitude was

the essential companion. The branches of the red-

wood trees hung in a fog whose moisture they ab-

sorbed. Lasting, "what might be," its present a fu-

ture, like the life of a child. The greatest solitudes

are quickly strewn with rubbish. All night the radio

covered the fall of a child in the valley down an aban-

doned well-fitting, a clammy narrow pipe 56 feet

deep, in which he was wedged, recorded, and died.

Stanza there. The synchronous, which I have char-
acterized as spatial, is accurate to reality but it has

been debased. Daisy's plenty pebbles in the gravel
drive. It is a tartan not a plaid. There was some dis-
parity between my grandfather's reserve, the result
of shyness and disdain, and his sense that a man's
natural importance was characterized by bulk, by
the great depth ofhis footprint in the sand-in other
words, a successful man was no lightweight. R flock
of guard geese are pecking in a cold rain, become
formal behind the obvious flower's bloom. The
room, in fact, was used as a closet as well, for as

one sat at the telephone tabie, one faced a row of
my grandparents' overcoats, raincoats, and hats,
which were hung from a line of heavy, polished
wooden hooks. The fog burned offand I went for a

walk aione, then was lost between the grapevines,
unable to return, until they set a mast, a poie, into
the ground and hung a colored flag that I could see

from anpvhere around. A glass snail was set among
real cameliias in a glass bowl upon the table. Pure

duration, a compound plenum in which nothing is

repeated. Photographed in a blue pinafore. The way
Dorothy Wordsworth often, I think, went out to "get"
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a sight. But language is restless. They say there has

been too much roughhousing. The heat waves

wobbled over the highway-on either side were flat

brown fields tilted slightly toward the horizon-and
in the distance ahead of the car small blue ponds

lay in our path, evaporating suddenly, as if in a single

piece, at the instant prior to our splashing in. I saw

a line of rocks topped by a foghorn protecting the

little harbor from the tide. Fruit peels and the heels

ofbread were left to get moldy. But then we'd need,

what, a bird, to eat the fleas from the rug. When

what happens is not intentional, one can't ascribe

meaning to it, and unless what happens is neces-

sary one can't expect it to occur again. Because chil-

dren will spill food, one needs a dog. Rubber books

for bathtubs. Coast laps. One had merely to turn
around in order to see it. Elbows offthe table. The

portrait, a photograph, had been made so that my

grandmother was looking iust over the head of the

observer, into a little distance, not so far as to be a

space into which she might seem to be staring, but
at some definite object, some noun, just behind one.

Waffie man everywhere. She had come upon a set

of expressions ("peachy" being one of them and

"nuts to you" another) which exactly suited her, and
so, though the expressions went out of everyone
else's vocabulary even years latec when everyone
else was saying "far ottt" or "that's nowhere," she
continued to have a "perfectly peachy time" on her
vacations. This was Melody Ranch, daring and re-
sourceful. As for we who "love to be astonished,"
we might go to the zoo and see the famous hippo
named "Bubbles." The sidesaddle was impossible,
andyet I've seen itused successfully, even stunning-
ly, the woman's full skirts spread like a wing as the
horse jumped a hurdle and they galloped on. Last-

ing, ferries, later, trolleys from Berkeley to the
Bridge. This is one of those things which contin-
ues, and hence seems important, and so ever what
one says over and over again. Soggy sky, which then
dries out, lifting slightly turning white-and then
banks toward the West. If I see fishing boats that's
the first thing I think. Insane, in common parlance.
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The obvious

analogy is with
rnusic

It was a mountain creek,

running over little
pebbles of white quartz
and mica. Let's say that
every possibility waits. In
raga time is added to mea-

sure, which expands. A
deep thirst, faintly smell-

ing of artichoke hearts, and resembling the sleepi-

ness of childhood. At every birthday party that year,

the mother of the birthday child served ice cream

and "surprise cake," into whose slices the "favors"

were baked. But nothing could interrupt those given

days. I was sipping Shirley Temples wearing my

Mary )anes. My grandfather was as serious as any

general before any battle, though he had been too

young for the First War and too old for the Second.

He carried not a cane but a walking stick and was

silent on his walks except when he passed a neigh-

bor, and then he tipped his hat and said, "Morn-

ing," if it were before noon, or, "Evening," if itwere
after noon, without pausing his walk, just as nowa-

days joggers will come to a stoplight and continue
to jog in place so as not to break their stride. Then

the tantrum broke out, blue, without a breath of
air. I was an object oftime, fi1led with dread. I lifted
the ice cream to make certain no spider was webbed
in the cone. Sculpture is the worst possible craft
for them to attempt. You could increase the height
by making lateral additions and building over them
a sequence of steps, leaving tunnels, or windows,
between the blocks, and I did. The shape of who's
to come. For example, the funny pre-familywas con-
stant in its all-purpose itinerant ovals. It should be
completed only in the act of being used. V/hile my
mother shopped, I stood tn Produce and ate raw
peas. The lovely music of the German violin. Most
little children like beer but they outgrow it. Unseen,
just heard, hard to remember. My sister was named
"afher" my aunt,the name not Murree but,like mar-
riage, French, Marie. The first grade teacher, Miss
Sly, was young and she might have been kind but
all the years that she had been named Sly so had
made her. A man mitt. I had "hit upon" an idea.
Penny, buster. Uneven, and internal, asymmetrical
but additive time. A child, meanwhile, had turned
her tricycle upside down and was turning the pedal
with her hand to make the front wheel spin. The
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solemn, flickering effects, not knowing what you re

doing. In your country do most ofthe girls do this.
A cold but exhibiting hypothesis. I couldn't get the

word butterfly so I tried to get the word moth. The

man with the pinto pony had come through the

neighborhood selling rides for a quarter, or as he

said, "two bits," and it was that "two bits" even more
than the pony that led the children to believe he

was a real cowboy and therefore heroic. He was a

trainer of falcons, scornful of hunting dogs. The

body is a farmer. From the beginning, they had to

drive the plow through stone eggs. She pretends

she is making popcorn. The boats appeared to have

stopped on the water, moving only as if to breathe.

It seemed that they had hardly begun and they were

already there. We were sticicy in the back seat of the

car. In the school bathroom I vomited secretly, not
because I was ill but because I so longed for my
mother. Now bid chaos welcome. Itrequires a com-

mittee, all translators. Undone is not not done. And
could it be musical if I hate it.

z6 )F7

Like plump birds

along the shore

Summers were spent in a

fog that rains. They were
mirages, no different
from those that camel-
back riders approach in
the factual accounts of
voyages in which I per-
sistently imagined my-

self, and those mirages on the highway were for
me both impalpable souvenirs and unstable evi-
dence of my own adventures, now slightly less vi-
carious than before. The person too has flared ears,

like an infant's reddened with batting. I had claimed
the radio nights for my own. There were more sto-

rytellers than there were stories, so that everyone
in the family had a version of history and it was
impossible to get close to the original, or to know
"what really happened." The pair of ancient, stunted
apricot trees yielded ancient, stunted apricots. What
was the meaning hung from that depend. The sweet
aftertaste of artichokes. The lobes ofautobiography.
Even a minor misadventure, a bumped fender or a
newsstand without newspapers, can "rltin the en-
tire day," but a child cries and laughs without rift.



The sky droops straight down. I lapse, hypnotized

by the flux and reflux of the waves. They had ru-
ined the Danish pastry by frosting it with whipped

butter. It was simply a tunnel, a very short one. Now

I rememberworrying aboutlockiaw. The cattle were

beginning to move across the field pulled by the

sun, which proved them to be milk cows. There is

so little public beauty. I found myself dependent

on a pause, a rose, something on paper. It is a way

of saying, I want you, too, to have this experience,

so that we are more alike, so that we are closer,

bound together, sharing a point of view-so that

we are "coming fromthe same place." It is possible

to be homesick in one's own neighborhood. Afraid
of the bears. A string of eucalyptus pods was hung
by the window to discourage flies. So much of "the

way things were" was the same from one day to the

next, or from one occasion (Christmas, for example,

or |uly 4th) to the next, that I can speak now ofhow
we "always" had dinner, all of us sitting at our usual
places in front of the placemats of woven straw,

eating the salad first, with cottage cheese, which
my father always referred to as "cottage fromage,"

that being one of :many little jokes with which he

expressed his happiness at home. TWice he broke
his baby toe, stubbing it at night. As for we who
"love to be astonishedi' my heartbeats shook the
bed. In any case, I wanted to be both the farmer
and his horse when I was a child, and I tossed my
head and stamped with one foot as if I were paw-
ing the ground before a long gallop. Across the
school playground, an outing, a field trip, passes

in ragged order over the lines which mark the hop-
scotch patch. It made for a sort of family mythol-
ogy. The heroes kept clean, chasing dusty rustlers,
tonguing the air. They spent the afternoon build-
ing a dam across the gutter. There was too much
carpeting in the house, but the windows upstairs
were left open except on the very coldest or wettest
of days. It was there that she met the astonishing
figure of herself when young. Are we likely to find
ourselves later pondering such suchness amid all
the bourgeois memorabilia. Wherever I might find
them, however unsuitable, I made them useful by
a simple shift. The obvious analogy is with music.
Did you mean gutter or guitar. Like cabbage or col-
lage. The book was a sort of protection because it
had a better plot. If any can be spared from the
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garden. They hoped it would rain before somebody

parked beside that section of the curb. The fuchsia

is a plant much like a person, h"ppy in the

ciut-of-doors in the same sun and breeze that is most

comfortable to a person sitting nearby. We had to

wash the windows in order to see them. Supper was

a different meal from dinner. Small fork-stemmed

boats propelled by wooden spoons wound in rub-

ber bands cruised the trough. Losing its balance on

the low horizon lay the vanishing vernal day.

)o

The ineuitable

sentiment is

a prelirninary

Water cannot be a mirror,
nor any more like a mir-
ror than the skin of the
forehead. The day will
twinkle, sparkle, shoot
forth its single bits.
Breathless through tun-
nels, breathless past

graves. We went down the hill in the afternoons
around 4 when the day had begun to cool under a

breeze springing out of the West, which began al-

ways at the tops of the poplars and then bent the
boughs of the redwood trees, and of which my
grandmother always complained, sending one of
the grandchildren indoors to her bureau to find her
a particular sweater, whose color she would de-

scribe, before letting us go downtown for Eskimo
Pies, to which I felt we had a special claim, unknown
to the man who sold them, because our mother had
grown up in Alaska. Still, I had lost the little cluster
in which I first saw that yellow spot resembling a

blossom or a bee. It's Tubby the Tuba's little melody.

A troublemaker who walked in the front door. The
catsup that no one tastes because of the shape of
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the bottle. I was thinking of the slippery love-seat,

upholstered in a pattern ofroses. Vision determines

the view. They are supposed to be offering you a

good time, too. She would, if she could. As for we

who "love to be astonishedi' a weasel eats twenty

times as much as alizardof the same size. One is

growing up repeatedly. But every night I was afraid

that my parents were packing to leave us, so I kept

an eye on them. The fenceposts were long lozenges

covered with moss-ink is darker and wetter than

moss-and sunk into gray soil patchy with acrid

powdery grass among which grew poison oak and

rattlesnake weed. On my mother's side, a matriar-

chy. I wanted to be a brave child, a girl with guts.

And how one goes about educating that would-be

audience may very likely determine the history of
that moment, its direction, the qualities thatbecome

emphatic and characteristic of its later influence.
As if by scratching at the paper one could dig out

the names. Things bound in their cases plunge and

erupt. Now when I build something, for example,

the job does not seem beautifully done until all the

tools have been properly put away. Sadness and

thirst, and hence sadness and water, have ever since

been associated in my imagination. She lay in bed
pretending to be a baby or a wounded soldier. The
fellow in the dark would be the good guy with a

harmonica. He was talking about oil paints, the body
of the pigments, and the ground, with its distor-
tions as they're actual, really seen. This is my
portrait-bowl. But of any materiai, the first thing to
make is an ashtray. When I wake up in the morn-
ing and it's raining, I feel like rolling in the mud. I
was eventually to become one person, gathered up
maybe, during a pause, at a comma. Roller skating,
I could jr*p lines, hop cracks. What was the mean-
ing hung from that depend but lupine in the pas-
tures, mustard in the vineyards. Howwas Yosemite.
I missed the flavor that chilling had stolen from
the peach and the apricot, and the cold of the apple
hurt my teeth. The pedal was squeaking on the pi-
ano. Can one "feel" that it is an instrument of dis-
continuity, of consciousness. When the child in my
class whom I thought of as my "boyfriend," though
we were then only nine years old, was sick and ab-
sent from school, I felt concerned, protective, both
vulnerable and responsible by virtue of that rela-
tionship which was not friendship but love, and I
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gathered up the homework assignments and his

books each day and took them to his house after

school. Something is similar. There are various

means burrs carry. Others appear to know what

they're doing. Tiny explicit pieces of information
come out about them that wouldn't have if we'd

asked questions. The horse, too, is a farmer. The

spasm of a restricted smile, a reflected smile. Like

a penalty, the simile. Should they go there they

would not find the little village that I knew and

loved.
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What memory is

not a "gripping"

thought

From here each d^y
seems like a little boat and
all the days are swept and
tilted back and forth
across an immense and
distant bay of blue, gray,

green. 'We were like
plump birds along the

shore, caught by the mortal breaks. Dimension, lon-
gevity, color, and pleasure. So that if I tell you my
intentions, I force myself to maintain those inten-
tions. I wanted to see a mountain lion but had to
content myself with a raccoon. The dog was jeal-

ous and pretended to limp. The fog was so fine that
it was more like an odor than a texture in the air, an
odor of seaweed and roses growing so remarkably
red and pink and yellow in that sandy soil. There
was something almost religious about it, something
idolatrous, something insufficient. That was the
break in my sentiments, resembling waves, which
I might have longed to recover. I think they were
cicadas, though off the trees. Behind the freeway
we passed a shop selling "antiques" and
"collectables." The child gawks, the child is gawky.
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She hated us to askwhat's for dinner, since the plan-

ning and recitation of the menu bored her, though

the thought of cooking it didn't, and all she replied

was, "Decisions, decisions." She asked for "some-

thing with my coffee sweet." My grandfather had

two horses, old Duke, "a fine animal," and High

Spot, with his rider, cantering in place, so that sit-

ting on his back was like sitting pretty. Continuity,

not so much ofideas as ofassumptions, or attitudes,

a style one simply can't break away from' We re-

turned slowly back up the hill, walking backrvards

at the steepest part, as if to fool our legs, and yet

during another later summer, when I worked as a

hiking instructor at a girls' camp in New England,

I discovered that the downhill walk, at least after a

fu11 day of climbing in the mountains, can be the

most painful part ofthe hike, one's legs giving way,

the constant trembling in their muscles causing the

girls behind me (for I always went in front, and in

fact was racing always away from the girls, urgent

with alienation and anxious to be alone, since I

hated the camp and was persistently homesick) to

giggle. We see a land ofrolling hills, beginning that

summer. How would your day by day record of

weather go. The pants pockets are close to the body,

keeping the pennies warm. Or haylike, and mrzzy.
As for we who "love to be astonished," I'm not your
maid I'm your mother. Little sailboats were capsiz-

ing in the bay. It didn't seem the least bit amazing
that they had tunneled the highway through the liv-
ing redwood tree, for in so doing they had changed
the tree into the tunnel, made it something it had
not been before, and separated it forever from any

other tree. The universal is animated by individual-
ity.A name trimmed with colored ribbons. Shaped

by the world since five-forty-one. They sing funny
little numbers all praising the numerous pleasures.

They insisted on the importance, the primacy, of
"inner resources" arrd "inner qualities of mind," so

that one could "bear up" under any circumstances.
An old building creaks, more so by water. A force

of penmanship. There are places in it that I never
revisited. Five or six children in the neighborhood
were playing on the front porch, pretending to be

pirates and shouting at cars on the street to "stand

to" and "drop sail." She cultivated a particular gar-

den, the rose garden (or rose bed), lhe azalea gar-

den, the garden of indigenous plants (oddly, less
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opulent than the others). Little children should ride

on the backs of old horses, not on ponies. If we

didn't have to eat we'd be rich, I said, imitating

something to say. I had marveled at the immense

difference between the animals at the zoo and the

gulls, pigeons, sparrows, and starlings that were

only visitors there. There is even a dominant finch'

Collaborate with the occasion. The obvious analogy

is with music. Their activities, being more natural,

since they were doing what they "did" in their own

milieu (while we stood around the enclosure wait-

ing and hoping that the sleeping tigers would "do"

something soon), should in fact have interested us

more. Our dog will eat broccoli. Mischief logic; Miss

Chief. I would be aloof, dark, indirect and upset-

ting or I would be a center of patience and material

calm. So that later, playing alone, I could imagine

myself developing into a tree, and then I yearned to

do so with so much desire that it made me shape-

less, restless, sleepless, demanding, disagreeable'
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We have corne

a longway from
what we actually

fel.t

If it were writing we
would have to explain. I
say that as much to com-
fort myself as to state
something I think to be

true. Dashing up out of
the dark basement, pur-
sued by the humid fear.

Similarly, due to some peculiar sentimentality,
people always want the runt of the litter. She sat

every afternoon in her chair waiting for her head-

ache, exactly as one might sit on a bench awaiting a
bus. In a book I read the sentence, "the water is as

blue as ink," which made me regret that so few
people use fountain pens. Never give the blindman
money without taking one of his pencils. When I
went to Christian Science Sunday school, the
teacher asked me what I wanted to be when I grew
up, and I answered that I wanted to be a writer or a
doctor. The words of the last one to speak contin-
ued to hover in the air, and that was embarrassing.
A name trimmed with colored ribbons. At the cir-
cus men were selling live chameleons which wore
tiny collars and were attached to red and yellow rib-
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bons that one could pin to one's dress or shirt as a

living jewel. As for we who "love to be astonished,"

mother love. The game of solitaire, of patience, is

disappointing when it "comes out" the first time. It
is impossible to return to the state of mind in which

these sentences originated. So I borrowed my

father's typewriter. There was a garden, a hole in
the fence, a grandfather who had no religion-one
can run through the holes in memory wearing a

wet hat, onto the sidewalk covered with puddles,

and there are fingers in them. Similarly, a beautiful

concert or an unusual autumn sunset makes me

feel restless if I'm by myself, wanting someone with

whom to share it. At noon, under no one's new

moon. I didn't want the kids over to play, messing

with my stuff. We were coughing after a day by the

sea. That was the gap between behavior and feel-

ing. This was a year at the breaking point, turning

over, given the swift combination. That summer

when I was nine I trained myself to hold my breath

and stubbornly swim the full iength of the pool

under water and back, until the returning end of
the pool went black. In the telephone room one

heard the disembodied voice over the receiver while

staring into the row of empty coats and hats, and
when we played hide and seek with the other cous-

ins, on those occasions when my grandparents had
all the family to dinner, only the oldest cousins dared

hide among them. An other is a possibiliry isn't it.
I have been spoiled with privacy, permitted the
luxury of solitude. A pause, a rose, something on
paper. I didn't want aparty for my tenth birthday, I
wanted my mother, who was there, ofcourse, at the
party, but from whom I was separated by 

^y 
friends

and because she was busy with the cake and the
balloons. She kept a diary but she never read it. Yet

those who scorn friendship can, without illusion
but not without some remorse, be the finest friends
in the world. Now the shower curtain is sexy. The
gap indicated that objects or events had been for-
gotten, that a place was being held for them, should
they chance to reappear. The sound of the truck had
frightened the towhees away. Like the "big, round
O" taught by the traditional penmanship teachers

(the Palmer method, it was called), there was a big
round '.A' and we were to pronounce it, in place of
the nasty, narrow '.A' in words iike cat and Ann.
The high curb turned on the curve. The windows
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on the northwestern wall looked out toward the
clock on the so-called Campanile by which my fa-

ther, far-sighted, kept time. What was the meaning
hung from that depend. Apples have bellies. She

was a skinny little girl and her bathing suit fit her
so loosely that when she sat to play on the beach

the sand fell into the crotch and filled it like a little
pouch. The toll bridge takes its toll, the span its fog,
its paint. Nevertheless fleas, and therefore powders.
You are not different from your friend, but with your
friend you are different from yourself,, and recog-

nizingthat, I withdrew wanting to protect my hon-
esty, because I had defined integrity on two dimen-
sions. I pushed my thumb to make a lever of the
blunt spoon, he took up the palette knife and ships
came out of the blue, I hit the space bar. Actually I
don't remember whether my father went with
Braque or was only invited to do so one fine day

outside of Paris to paint a landscape in plain air.

And finally, on a visit to the zoo, as we were pass-

ing by the enclosure where the silver foxes were
kept, I saw a flock of sparrows pecking at the ground
of the enclosure, and one of them, venturing too
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close to a fox which was crouching in the shadow
of an artificial rock, was suddenly seized by the fox,
who swallowed it in a moment.



It is hard to

tum away -fro*
movingwater

A point, in motion, is a

line. I wouldn't look up.
Every child wanted to be

blackboard monitor in or-

der to clap the chalk eras-

ers at the end of the day.

But a squirrel had come

down the chimney and
was trapped in the living room, and there, in its
panic, it had run over the shelves, knocking the

knickknacks to the floor. On a building of fake brick
work people were pausing for a break way up where

I would be nauseous. It being impossible to com-
plete the thought, the idea of infinity or eternity elic-
ited a sort of desire, the sexual side ofthought. Wild
horses couldn't keep. The Chinese woman in the

iaundromat spoke, and her tiny steps were out of
keeping with the raucous voice, sped up. Like a
mermaid blowing a fog tuba. Aesthetic discoveries

are socially different from scientific discoveries, and

this difference is political. I began to clean my desk

by dumping everything onto the bed and wiping
the drawers with a washcloth. That third phrase of
"Earth Angel" was difficult. Over and over again we

took pet cocoons captive, but I never saw a single
moth or butterfly emerge. He spoke loudly, as
though in order to be heard above the silence of a

library. There was a different colored toothbrush for
each member of the family. Americans say "jani-
tor" rather than "custodian." It is a name trimmed
with colored ribbons. Polish tinfoil with pennies and
make silver. Should he chance to say what he was
doing, he would disguise the saying so as to throw
one off the track, describing, for example, a pas-

senger on a plane while neglecting to tell us where
the plane was headed, or narrating a dream of the
night before when asked what he had been doing
recently. The voice in the dark doorway blocks the
image. Meanwhile, I was growing up as a cowgirl,
a child doctor, a great reader. This rigorous inclu-
sion must eventually turn over on itself. l7here I
refer to "a preliminary" I mean that until ry64 I
regarded the world as a medium ofrecognition and
I prepared for it to recogr\ze me. A person does
not look the same in a mirror as she does. Swollen
glands, sore throat, headache, slight fever-all some
kind of mistake. Organizing a lot of material into a

general view. That was the most interesting thing I
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have ever seen at a zoo. A fuchsia becomes ex-

hausted in a heavy wind. My aunt, holding up the
little letter I had written, insisted that the act of
writing-down was testimoniai and that the writing
would always be used as proof of what I held to be

true. She, too, was a clumsy athlete. As for we who
"love to be astonished," every Sears smells the same.

I stopped eating corn on the cob and lobster, not
because I no longer liked the taste but because I
disliked the mess. A cluttered room makes for a

cluttered mind. We had captured dozens of polli-
wogs in paper cups and they were swimming in
the bathroom sink while I tried to fill a small
fishbowl with clean water, but the bowl didn't quite
fit under the faucet and in trying to make it fit I
accidentally knocked the plug aside, so that all the
water, carryingall the polliwogs, drained away while
I watched. What memory is not a "grtpprrtg"
thought. The mind was stocked. It was only in the
summers thatwe were allowed to buy comic books,
and then only once a week and with our own money.

Queasy innards. There might be some sort of the-
matic connection between the man you were and
the monkey you become. If I couldn't be a cowboy,

then I wanted to be a sailor. What was the meaning
hung from that depend. Today the clouds appear to
be entering the world from one spot in the sky. If
ideas are like air, you can't steal them. proves po-
rous, held in. This morning I am enchanted by its
grace.
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I wrote rny na.rne

in every one of
his books

It was awhile before I un-
derstood what had come

between the stars, to form
the constellations. They
were at a restaurant
owned by Danes. Now
that I was "old enough to
make my own decisions,"

I dressed like everyone else. People must flatter their

own eyes with their pathetic lives. The things I was

saying followed logically the things that I had said

before, yet they bore no relation to what I was think-
ing and feeling. There was once a crooked man,
who rode a crooked mile-thereafter he wrote in a

crooked style characteristic of rgth-century prose,

a prose of science with cumulative sentences. The

ideal was ofAmerican property and she had received

it from a farmer. It includes buying thrillers and

gunmen's coats. I was more terrified of the FBI

agents than of the unspecified man who had kid-
napped, murdered, and buried the girl in the other
fifth grade in the hill behind school. A pause, a rose,

something on paper. It was at about this time that

my father provided me with every right phrase about
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the beauty and wonder ofbooks. Colored cattle were
grazingon a California hillside, so much of a single
yellow that from this distance and at this hour it
was impossible to see any gradation of light and
shadow. Individuality is animated by its sense of
the infinite. I play a sentimental role. The debater
"makes his point," and in games, points tell the
winner. These one suddenly finds childish, embar-
rassing, but not yet duli. Fallow power, bright red
and yellow. We say thought wanders where it should
sweep. As for we who "love to be astonished," she
pretends she is a blacksmith. In the hot lot beside
the tire dealer a crew of two eats lunch. There is
always plenty to do until one is bored, and then the
boredom itself generates the lack, generates its own
necessary conditions. The supernatural makes it cry.

Now she's a violinist. What is certain, at least, is
that one must avoid dishonest work. I quote my
mother's mother's mother's mother's mother: "l
must every day correct some fault in my morality
or talents and remember how short a time I have to
live." You might say she created her reality simply
because she "would not have it, any other way." It
is hard to turn away from moving water. She sug-
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gested we take "a nice nap." Even when I was too

old for the pony rides at the park, I loved the little
creatures, and I watched my younger sister cling-
ing to the saddle horn as the ponies plodded around
the narrow circle, feeling superior, since on Satur-

days I took riding lessons on real horses, and yet

envious, too, since it was not Saturday and it was

my sister and not I who was riding now. You are so

generous, they told me, allowing everything its
place, but what we wanted to hear was a story. A
blare of sound, atoar of life, a vast afiay of human
hives, reveling in education. What a situation.
Whenever you've exhausted setting, topic, or tone,
begin a new paragraph. The refrigerator makes a

sound I can't spell. The finches have come at last to
the feeder. The magician had come to entertain the
children at the birthday party.It was called mush,
and we ate it for breakfast in patterns, like pudding.
We were like plump birds along the shore. Green
night divining trees, scooped too. W.hat memory is

not a "gripping" thought. But it's a h"ppy song. It
took all day. He had stolen a tin of nuts and given
them to me and now I had to return them to the

store, like a thief returning to the shelf, but I man-
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aged to pull it offand put them back. The romance
of the vanished. I had begun to learn, fromthe ex-
perience of passionate generosity, about love.
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Religion is a

va.guelowing

Learning to listen, that is

taught notto ta1k. Can one

take captive the roar ofthe
city. Simon says sounds

from the schoolyard. If
I'm standing here then I
must be positive. We are

taking from the neighbor's

rain, which goes damp and tight around my waist'

Obey the best. We were like plump birds, then,

walking stiffiy in a sandy wind along the shore. Fox-

tails, the juice of a peach, have fallen on the flesh of
this book. The secret of the song was that one

couldn't hum it; the melody was elusive, or not ap-

parent at all.'Women, I heard, should speak softly

without mumbling. The obvious analogy is with

music. Perhaps alienationwas privilege. I was bored

at the ballgame , afraidof the ball. Then out of bur-

lap I made saddlebags. We raked the piled leaves

onto an old sheet, tied the corners, and carried the

bundle over to the fall fire. One can discover the

name of one's true love by plucking daisy petals,

jumping rope, or counting the tiny white spots of

imperfection on a fingernail. I felt self-sufficient
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except with regard to my feelings, to which I was

always vulnerable, always in relation to someone
else. We pay attention to other things. A white but
warmer winter, the weather better now when she is

old enough for the Botanical Gardens, the Bird Ref-

uge. Music with its supply of notes, one of them
going up (rising). A stranger's eye would naturally
move. The world seen in a foreign English, as awk-

ward as surprising, with a vocabulary fromthe the-

saurus instead of from the dictionary.I may have

started inexactly, I thought, nearsighted to a butter-
cup; I wiii begin again, and I rolled over into the

next indentation. A name trimmed with colored
ribbons. The glass fixture in the kitchen was cov-

ered with grease and tiny black flies that had died

in it. One enjoys the summer evening until the mos-

quitoes come out, pursued by bats. As for we who
"love to be astonished," a moth has more flesh than
a butterfly could lift. From the bus I saw the blind
woman, whose seeing eye dog sleeps on her sweater

while she sells tissue paper carnations on Geary

Street. Lizards get their prey. They resemble, with
their bluish hours, the local light. From the win-
dow I could see the luly 4Ih fireworks and the win-



ter rains fall into the bay. It was not so much mo-

notony as a certain obsession with thought. Old,

satisfying corners, I made to stop, they made to

move. The swan is a bitch. She was so at ease that

her bad manners were graceful. Who'd made

warmer ways, a kid knows more. He should have

given us a "hard right" instead of an "easy left." They

were not then, as in these days, interchangeable

terms. Math is like a joke I just don't get, whose

punchline isn't funny.lt would be pleasant to wait,

if possible. But the margin is not "pl)rer." Adoles-

cence is repetitious, moment by moment begin-

nings in the middle. I wrote my name in blue ink
on the first page of every one of his books. That old

horse Duke has a gentle trot, was sentimental, fast.

Poor ducks in this cold.
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Any photographer

will tell you

the same

Somewhere during the
transition from childhood
to womanhood, a girl is
iikely to become inter-
ested in religion. It would
be appropriate to call this
not intuition but pre-
knowing, or paranoia.

They asked my mother to correct my views or to
keep me home. Blindmen sell brooms. From hypo-
chondria come sentences and memory. In Califor-
nia during the summer the shadows are very dark
and cool, the sunlight hot and bright. But, because
we have only seven days, the light seems to be or-
derly, even predictable. A pause, a rose, something
on paper implicit in the fragmentary text. The
Mayan calendar has more days. The plump but
uncertain girl grew righteous with love of the puce
horizon.lt is hard to turn away from moving water.
Often gruff and bellowing, always female, but not
always feminine. I imagined the pre-absence that
occurs before one is born and thought that that was
god. Preparation. I would not allow myself to fall
asleep during the long drive to the country until we
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had passed through the town of Alviso, where the
migrant workers lived, so that I could see the rows
of outhouses that lined the edge of the fields. The
squirrel had knocked over the Dresden figurine,
where my grandmother came from. 'We 

can "plan
the weekend." As for we who "love to be aston-
ished," you would say these are its ghosts. In New
England, the weather builds character. I discovered
that I could never quite remember how my favorite
songs went. Irritated by motorbikes. After a certain
point, one no longer hears any new ideas, must
make do with new facts. The dance is best seen from
the upper balcony. Thke your place (one) not your
places. He framed his sentences carefully. The sun-
rise falls through the windows. At home, in my rev-

eries, with the split line on my palm to show a real
life. It can hardly be subdivided. A standing, a leav-

ing, an opening. Constellations, with stars, are noth-
ing absorbed by a place. It might seem as if phi-
losophy had been taken over by artists. The screen

can be taken away fromthe fire as long as someone
is sitting in the room. The horses in the dewy field
overlope. What should I adjust but remorse and vol-

untary perception (for which I kept a notebook), just
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as a responsible person with a new watch absorbs
the lateness of a friend. But I don't like horse races
because you don't get a chance to see the horses.
The fox that survives is successful. It was winter
but a warm night in New England for taking a walk
in the snow crunch. Bleach had killed the mildew.
What is one doing to, or with, the statement (the
language) or the stated (the object or the idea) when
one rneans it. A bottle of wine is different from a
wine bottle. And milk in the warm snow delivered
by a milkman. She worried that the wheel might
come offat 65. There are always more leaves than
flowers. In the breeze they occupy the eyes with the
wobble of the rough circles of a self. I, with crash-
ing consequiry waited, wanting to have experienced
many, many things.
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At the time

the perpetual Latin
oflove kept

things hidden

Was she taking herself
seriously or taking herself
too seriously. Take as

straight lines the chords

of the bounding circle.
Dark parties. One would
not read the book unless

one already understood it.

Running with a herd of deer, then feeling scattered.

No matter where we go out for our walk, we always

end up by the creek. We cut through the cornfield,

each of us eating two or three ears of corn snatched

from the stalk, marveling at the fools who didn't
know that raw corn tastes so much sweeter than

cooked. We would have been kicked away if we'd

been cats. They played marbles with sow bugs,

stepped on snails, watched the slugs froth under a

sprinkling of salt-small vertical cruelties in a be-

nevolent climate. I smell the smell of adhesive tape,

of wounds. Language which is like a fruitskin
around fruit. The zebras were not at alllike horses

and could not serve as a substitute in this tale of
Africa. Any photographer will tell you the same.

Hence, lacking, not in authenticity, but in reality.

Why should these people be writing to each other.
It's true that there are times when it is embarrass-
ing to have come from California. The late after-
noon light, which my mother always referred to as

"backlightirrg," gentled the greens, with blue and
gray.I only want the facts. It's o.k. to have pancakes

for dinner. Before a busy day, one wants to "get" a
lot of sleep. A pause, a rose, something on paper.

She wanted to stand aside, keep to herself, remain
quiet, but too frequently something in her nature
presented a conflict, a confusion, a sound. Want-
ing to "explain" is like having a memory-the per-
son posits itself elsewhere, adolescent-like, as a

figure in the distance escaping, while awaiting the
advent of its more glorious self but modestly, even
piously. Faces return with menace to the window.
They lack an appetite. The car sat, a saddled peli-
can, hood up. Restlessness is a form of doubt as

well as a form of curiosity. As for we who "love to
be astonished," he's a walker. My grandmother had
been a Christian Scientist, but somehow I turned
the teachings, emphasizing not the perfectability
of the body but the power of the mind to corrupt it,
so that I became a hypochondriac andworried about
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turning insane. A name trimmed with colored rib-
bons. A natural morphine at the scene of an acci-

dent. A person feels remorse for individualism and

about beauty. That is something that I learned and

it seems to apply to everything, at least as a way of
making or caring for things. The inevitable senti-

ment is a preliminary. He had stopped eating cheese

in order to lose weight. Each side of fack's box was

painted like a half domino, which is a die, in bright
colors.'Were you friends with this man. I wrote my
name in every one of his books. Was my little hand-

writing dainry or afraid. It was a pretty plaything.
She trimmed first her nails and then the split ends

of her hair. Considering the immediate, consider-

ing the same, small. A11 many details needed for
seeing, they are like a walking stick. Spin it, then
weave it, and wear it out, out. The synchronous
keeps its reversibie logic, and in this it resembles

psychology, or the logic of a person.

A man is tall, a mountain
is high, the sky's the limit.
The spare was flat. The
filled valleys made shorter
hills which we crested on
snow shoes on snow over
fences. It seemed that we
had hardly begun and we

were already there. Personal, oblige, running down.
At the time, I saw my life as a struggle against my
fate, that is, my personality. She was trapped in the
elevator panting in plenty of air. Wounded by
gossip's rat-a-tattle. More than horse work on worse
hills. On a scroll in the case the sequence of plump
wrestlers resembled stages in the development of
the blooms on the snapdragons. They were driven
indoors by the bees. Each time we entered the Metro
in Paris I read the smail sign which reserved the
large facing double seats nearest the door for sol-
diers and veterans crippled by war, and it was just
that small sign thatrealized for me the place-name
and its history. Writing maybe held it, separated,
there to see. Y/hen you open a letter do you hope
for a check. A pause, a rose, something on paper.

She showed the

leff profi.le,

the good one
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Duck eggs taste "eggier." One form of shyness is

characterizedby the fear of making someone eise

feel awkward or embarrassed, a kind ofheightened

sensitivity or extreme empathy. Religion is a vague

lowing. I often felt "jittery" and took long walks,

trytngto get a long way from what I actually felt.

Ring, plunge, reappear. Bucephalus, Traveler, crea-

tures catryrnghistory. fust offshore she saw seven

whales, and then ten, leaping from the water and

rolling into it again. As for we who "love to be as-

tonished," so do all relationships move. You have

to take on the role of pack leader with your dog'

Roaring downtown, the lights ahead out ofthe blue.

A tiny red rocking horse, a plaything, bright and

sweet. Any photographer will tell you the same. We

took along a loaf of Wonder Bread for the ducks. I

have learned to be suspicious of those sudden and

spontaneous acts of generosity, for it was in such a

mood that I gave away the little wicker rocking chair

which hadbeen mine throughout my childhood and

had belonged to my mother before that, immedi-

ately regretting the gesture, so much so that I
couldn't bring myself to ask for its return, since I

couldn't do so casually and without resentment, a

resentment for which t felt guilry selfish, embar-
rassed. There is no greater temptation than that of
reminiscence. What memory is not a "gripping"
thought. She was born with that stubborn tempera-

ment, and it has shaped the particular seriousness

by virtue of which she has carried out her inten-
tions. A spiral is the shape of a progression of
circles. Thus myopia may serve to dispei the pains

of chronophobia. The obvious analogy is with mu-
sic. Thought it through and through. The inac-

cessibility ofthe meaning intrigued me all the more,

since I couldn't read the single letters, ifthat is what
theywere, the little marks which constitute Persian.

Mother dimension; sex. She observed that detail
minutely, as if it were botanical. As if words could

unite an ardent intellect with the external material
world. Listen to the drips. The limits of personality.

It's in the nature of language to encourage, and in
part to justify, such Faustian iongings. Break them
up into uncounted continuous and voluminous di-
gressions. The very word "diary" depresses me.
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It was only a

coincidence

The tree rows in orchards

are capable of patterns.
What were Caesar's bat-

tles but Caesar's prose. A

name trimmed with col-

ored ribbons. We "took" a

trip as if that were Part of
the baggage we carried. In

other words, we "took our time." The experience of
a great passion, a great 1ove, would remove me, el-

evate me, enable me at last to be both special and

ignorant of the other people around me, so that I

would be free at last from the necessity of appeal-

ing to them, responding to them. That is, to be

nearly useless but at rest. There were cut flowers in

vases and some arrangements of artificial flowers

and ceramic bouquets, but in those days they did

not keep any living houseplants. The old fragmen-

tary texts, early Egyptian and Persian writings, say,

or the works of Sappho, were intriguing and lovely,

a mystery adhering to the lost lines. At the time,

the perpetual Latin of love kept things hidden. It
was not his fate to be as famous as Segovia. None-

theless, I wrote my name in every one ofhis books.

Language is the history that gave me shape and
hypochondria. And followed it with a date, as if by
my name I took the book and by the date, histori-
cally, contextualized its contents, affixed to them a

reading. And mem ory awall. My grandmother had

been a great beauty and she always won at cards.

As for we who "love to be astonished," the ear is
less active than the eye. The artichoke has done its
best, armored, with scales, barbed, and hiding in
its interior the soft hairs so aptly called the choke. I

suppose I had always hoped that, through an act of
will and the effort of practice, I might be someone
else, might alter my personality and even my ap-

pearance, that I might in fact create myself, but in-
stead I found myself trapped in the very character
which made such a thought possible and such a

wish mine. Any work dealing with questions of
possibility must lead to new work. In between
pieces, they shuffied their feet. The white legs of
the pear trees, protected from the sun. Imagine,
please: morbid myopia. The puppy is perplexed by
the lizard which moves but has no smell. We were
like plump birds along the shore, unable to run from
the water. Could there be swans in the swamp. Of
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course, one continues to write, and thus to "be a

writer," because one has not yet written that "ulti-
mate" work. Exercise will do it. I insert a descrip-

tion: of agontzingspring morning freshness, when
through the open window a smell of cold dust and

buds of broken early grass, of schoolbooks and rot-

ting apples, trails the distant sound of an airplane
and a flock of crows. I thought that for a woman
health and comfort must come after love. Any pho-

tographer will tell you the same. So I wouldn't wear

boots in the snow, nor socks in the cold. Shuffiers
scuff. That sense of responsibility was merely the

context ofthe search for a lover, or, rather, for a love.

Let someone from the other lane in. Each boat
leaned toward us as it turned and we, pretending to
know more than we did, identified each class as it
was blown by. Politics get wider as one gets older. I
was learning a certain geometry of purely decora-

tive shapes. One could base a model for form on a
crystal or the lungs. She showed the left profile, the

good one. 'What she felt, she had heard as a girl.
The point ofthe foghorns is thatyou can't see them,
need to hear them. More by hive than by heart the
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mathematics of droves makes it noticeable. It was
May, 1958 and reading was anti-anonymous. She

disapproved of background music.



When one travels,

one might "hit"
a storm

It flies in the night. In that

light it is obvious that you

are related to your
mother. Boots, plows,
cheese, burls. As for we

who "love to be aston-
ished," the night is lit.
Remarkably to learn to

look. My father would say I've a "big day" tomor-
row. Words are not always adequate to the occasion,

and my "probably" sounded hopeless. It's real, why,

so, it's wrong. I mentioned my face because I am

made that way wonderfully like a shadow I do not
despise. But if I don't like the first dress I try on, I
won't like any. It is only a coincidence. Whose

shadow who's. At the circus the elephants were

more beautiful than the horses, more touching than
the clowns, and more graceful than the tigers
trained to jump on their backs. Physical education

was required. At school, the choral director de-

scribed the torso in terms of the muscles of sound.

Always infinity extends from any individual life, but
eternity is limited between one's birth and one's

death. Interpreting such combinations of events,
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and the sort of mysticism on which such interpre-
tations are based, is what gives coincidence its bad
name. Religion is a vague lowing. I was beginning
to look for some meaning when I should have been
satisfied with events. It is hard to turn away from
moving water. For the time, being; twilight seen
even full. I mean to say "hopelessly" in a promis-
ing tone, as one would say, "hopelessly in love," and
mean, reaIly, "very much," and, especially, "full of
hope." In my "trouble with conflict," I was reluc-
tant to be disconcerting, to cause discontinuity.
Panic versus crystallographic form. Knickknacks are

for browsers. There is some discomfort more ac-

tive than boredom but none more fatiguing. I had
gone back to bed and was pretending to sleep in
order to avoid saying goodbye to the friends who
had been visiting, hiding from farewell's display.
The lives of which I read seemed more real than
my own, but I still seemed more real than the per-
sons who had led them. A sunlit winter's day lay
thin, frozen to the hummocks and rubble of mud
in the cold but erotic marshlands beside the Con-
cord River. We have come a long way from what we
actually felt. But he remains aloof, saying only that



things seern farniliar. The invisible but realistic de-

tail of an ultimate monument. By hand, put to-

gether, with hook and thread. Poco Bueno was bur-
ied, saddled, standing. To do things for the sake of
fame or other gain is selfish, but to do them for
your own pleasure is to do them generously. One

might become a volunteer down with the poor Ital-
ians. At least, we shall solve the riddle presented by

money, or so he says. It seemed that we had hardly
begun and we were already there. Memory is the

money of my class. What a vast! what a business!

The lowly cabbage strives and the turnip in the gar-

den yearns to be a person. You know things like
that. Systems betray, or are, as in a "made place,"

made betrayals. I was organized by addition and

addiction. I found a penny in a calla lily.

Such displacements Those birds are saying,
alter illusions, over and over, this tree,
which is my branch, ^y field of
all-to-the-good seeds, my herd ofworms.

Thus was it told to me. I
made signs to them to be

as quiet as possible. It was

at this time, I think, that I
became interested in science. Is that a basis for de-

scriptive sincerity. I am a shard, signifying isola-
tion-here I am thinking aloud of my affinity for
the separate fragment taken under scrutiny. Yet that
was only a coincidence. The penny disk, the rarer
dollar disk. Her hair is the color of a brass bedstead.
'We were proud of our expertise, distinguishing the
ripe ears of corn from the green, speaking knowl-
edgeably of tassles and the breeds of corn: Butter &
Sugar, Country Gentleman, Honey & Cream, Sil-
ver Queen. The old dirt road, broken into clods and
gullies, or clods and ruts, over which I was walking
under some noisy trees, had been reversed in the
dark. And so I was returning. For such words
present residences on a brown ground. A pause, a

rose, something on paper. When I was a child, the
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mailman, Tommy, let us walk his route with him
until we reached the busy streets, and then he sent
us home, dragging the dog. The slcy was studied
with stars, he said, white,low, as heavy as stones. It
was utterly sincere, though not completely sincere.
That troubled my reply. I wasn't guiding, I was

fleeing the little charges, campers over whom I was

counselor, whom I left resting, while I in a frenzy
of self-absorption raced for solitude. On such a hot
day, a "scorcher," the wind helps. An airplane passes

over the baseball game and one hears it in the air
and over the air amplified by the transitor radios
belonging to the fans. Stay, after the others go. It
convinced a few and attracted many. Live birds are

heavier than air. She showed the left profile, the
good one, with the light behind her casting a shadow

on the near side of her face. Any photographer will
tell you the same. I am looking for the little hand
mirror. The summer evenings saw window shop-

pers in a reflecting system, man with merchandise
agog. It is hard to turn away from moving water.

A11 summer I worked as a mountain guide and be-

hind me hiked a group of girls giggling in descent
of a president. He made me nervous as soon as he

began offering a special discount. But the work is
probably a good deal wiser than the horny old doc-
tor he was. I wrote my name in every one of his
books. A name trimmedwith colored ribbons. They
used to be the leaders of the avant garde, but now
they just want to be understood, and so farewell to
them. If I was left unmarried after college, I would
be single all my life and lonely in old age. In such a
situation it is necessary to make a choice between
contempt and an attempt at understanding, and yet
it is difficult to know which is the form of retreat.
We will only understand what we have already un-
derstood. The turkey is a stupid bird. And it is scanty
praise to be so-called well-meaning. But is there an
independent qualiry a self-sufficient qualiry that is
pleasure, and is it comparable to red, fame, and
wealth or to beauty (one can feel some affinity for
the several distinct categories). Mouth with a radi-
cal math claps. The washlines run with garments
hung. A leaf is shed fromthe potted fuchsia falling
in a forest. Enormous boulders perpetually gliding
upward.
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The coffee

dnnkers answered

ecstatically

The traffic drones, where

drones is a noun. Whereas

the cheerful pessimist
suits himself in a bad
world, which is however

the inevitable world, im-
possible of improvement.
I dose one eye, always the

left, when iooking out onto the glare of the street.

What education finally serves us, if at all. There is a

pause, a rose, something on paper. The small green

shadows make the red iump out. That is not a tele-

scope, nor do I have stars in my belly. Such displace-

ments alter illusions, which is all-to-the-good. Now

cars not cows on the brown hills, and a stasis of
mobile homes have taken their names from what

grew in the valleys near Santa Clara. We have all

grown up with it. If it is personal, it is most likely
fickle. The university was the culturai market but
on Sundays she tried out different churches. In the

museum, attention shifted from painting to paint-

ing, the eye forced around, so that it was impossible

to focus on any single work. The nightmare was of
a giant bluebottle fly which buzzed, "l'm all there
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is." 'Where cars don't go are shortcuts. My grandfa-
ther was forced to recognize his age when another,
younger, man offered his seat on the bus. \Mhen
one travels, one might "hit" a storm. The shoe must
be tied to the ankle. As for we who "love to be as-

tonished," McDonalds is the world's largest pur-
chaser of beef eyeballs. They went out with bows
and armbands to shoot at the hay. It's as easy as

waves, slopping water. Tiaverse, watch, and cease.

He had the hands of an artist. Penelope reworking
the twill. Europeans shake hands more often than
we do, here in America, yet I don't think that con-

stitutes a "daring to touch." I'11just keep myself from
picking up the telephone, in order to get some work
done. What memory is not a "gripping" thought.
Only fragments are accurate. Break it up into single
words, charge them to combination. So we go into
the store shopping and get, after awhile, you know
contralto! Thinking about time in the book, it is
really the time of your life. I was experiencing love,

immensely relieved. It was, I know an unparticular
spirit of romance. She apologizes and seizes us in
the grip of her inadequacies. Giving the back-up
o.k. to the loaded semi. It was a long, J-story apart-



ment building with the apartments set like draw-

ers into slots, and windows only at the front and
back. I wouldn't mind if we were actually paying
for something with our tax dollars. She threw off
her coat, took off her dress. It was not difficult to
interpret her mother's clatter at the sink, sometimes

the voice of comfort, sometimes the voice of repri-
mand. You must water the ivy that is creeping up
to the bird bell. The morning is past and the sun

remains but the sunlight is brighter. The study of
painting is exhausting and the sea always gets

larger-here I quote Tintoretto. Twigs are the many
sounds of light. Could the prairie be this sea-for
love. What I felt was that figs resemble kidneys.
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We are not

forgetting the

patience of the

mq,d,, their love

of detail

The summercountryside,
with the round hills
patchy and dry, remind-
ing one of a yellow mon-
grel dog, was what one
could call a dirty land-
scape, the hills colored by
the dusty bare ground

rather than by grass, and yet this is what seemed
like real country to me. I had idealized the pioneer's
life, sinking roots. I(nown for its fleas. One could
touch the flesh of their secrets, the roses of their
behavior. A) Survey the whole B) lawn and note C)

how near shadows D) increase the light. One didn't
know what to give a young woman. Watermen are
such as row in boats. They don't hear a word of all
this, floating iike plump birds along the shore. In
extending, then entangling their concerns, they are
given a thousand new names. The lace curtain Irish
hate neighborhood Blacks. The coffee drinkers an-
swered ecstatically.We looked at the apartment and
took it. Space, has small neighborhoods. Idea
13.779: the same insanity of the invariable person.
As for we who "love to be astonished," each new bit
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of knowledge is merely indicative of a wider ig-

norance. There are ecstasies ofrock and ofvacuum.
One might cultivate a charming defect, say a ro-

mantic limp or a little squint. Reluctance. I made

curtains out of colored burlap from Sears, hung
them at the four windows of the green apartment.

A few months earlier I had taken a creative writing
class, and now I was painting on 3 by J canvases,

on which with several intersecting continuous lines

I drew the head with hair, neck, shoulders, face and

hat but without shading, and I filled in the discrete

spaces with separate tones from a carefully limited
paiette. There was threnodious roaring in the year,

and I knew it was Freudian. Down manholes,
through pipes, to the mysterious sea. Though the

pantry smelled more strongly of spices than ofherbs
and was dominated by nutmeg, the kitchen itself
tended to smell of everything that had ever been

cooked, but only because it was dark. It formed a
dense compact with boulders. If you cut your
fingernails they will grow back thick, blunt, like a

man's. In a little while, he said, we should be thumb-
ing home. There were five little kittens under the

car. They had put curves in the highway to keep

drivers awake. The obvious analogy is with music,
which extends beyond the space the figure occu-
pies. She was pumping her violin over the piano.
Each evening before dinner my parents sat for
awhile in the "strtdy," to talk, while my mother knit
decoratively designed French sweaters called |ac-
quard. The house sparrow is a weaver finch. The
front door key is hidden under the aloe. How did
the artist think to put that on the outside. Such dis-
placements alter illusions, which is all-to-the-good.
Now I too could find a perfect cantaloupe, not by
poking at the flesh around the stem of the melon
but by sniffing at it. At some point hunger becomes
sensuous, then lascivious. Not a fuck but a hug. My
mother threw away all those little objects of senti-
ment, billed foolishness. The reference is a distrac-
tion, a name trimmed with colored ribbons. It was
Father's Day, a holiday that no one could take seri-
ously, yet someone admitted that he was planning
to telephone his parents that evening and another
said she might do the same. What can those birds
be saying. That day there was wind but no air, be-
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cause we were inland. Then cataloguing the travel

library I got the mania for panorama which pre-

dicts the desire for accurate representation. Is pink
pretty.

8o 8r

Reason looks for
two, then

arranges it

from there

Where I woke and was

awake, in the room fitting
the wall, withdrawn, I had

my desk and thus my cor-

ner. While waiting, waltz.

The soles of our boots
wear thin, but the soles of
our feet grow thick. The

difference between "he presented his argument"
and "they had an argument." I still respond to the

academic year, the sound of the school bell, the hot
Wednesday morning after Labor Day. Must the
physiologist stand apart from the philosopher. We

are not forgetting the patience of the mad, their love

of detail. The sudden brief early morning breeze,

the first indication of a day's palpabiliry stays high
in the trees, while flashing silver and green the

leaves flutter, a bird sweeps from one branch to
another, the indistinct shadows lift offthe crumpled
weeds, smoke rises from the gravel quarry-all this
is metonymy. The "argument" is the plot, proved

by the book. Going forward and coming back later.

Even posterity, alas, will know Sears. As for we who
"love to be astonished," there are fences keeping



cyclones. Might be covered, on the ground, by no

distance. She spread her fingers as she spoke, talk-

ing of artifice, which extends beauty beyond nature.

Perhaps it is only a coincidence. For, as Nietzsche

put it, "If amanhas character, he will have the same

experience over and over again." In the morning at

eight I sense the first threat of monotony. Give a

pennywith a knife. Candor is the high pitch of scru-

tiny. I was tired of ideas, or, rather, the activity of
ideas, a kind of exercise, had first invigorated me

and then made me sleepy, so that I felt just as one

does after a long, early morning walk, returning
unable to decide whether to drink more coffee or

go back to sleep. The uncommon run of keeping

oneself to oneself. The piggy-back plant is o.k. Tell

anyone who telephones that I'm not home. I liked

doing that, had made rooms for dolls on trucks that

way, looking in on them through windows. It was a

pretense ofkeeping our distance from anything that

appeared pretentious. A sorry mess, but well-
framed. As if a contorted checkerboard formed the

portrait of a handsome woman in a hat of several

ochres and umbers. The dog circles more than a

moth before resting. Let the traffic pass. They were

on vacation and therefore bored. Someone wanted
to go away from everywhere forever but jumped into
the bay. We were warned such accidents happen
while mothers talk on phones. A doodled gnarled
tree. Milk belongs to the mythology of cats but it
makes them sick. Ours was a stray with ringworm.
One night each year on Boston's Beacon Hill the
curtains remained undrawn and the public was in-
vited to peek in. I didn't wear my dark glasses be-

cause I didn't want a raccoon tan. Yet this needs

shading in. It seemed that I didn't, after all, want a

birthday empty of sentimentality. It's on the com-
pulsive buyer's rack up front. The real adversary of
my determination was determinism, regulating and
limiting the range and degree ofdifference between
things of one day and things of the next. I got it
from Darwin, Freud, and Marx. Not fragments but
metonymy. Duration. Language makes tracks.
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I never swept

the sandfrom
where I wqs going

to sit down

It isn't a small world, but

there are manyways ofdi-
viding it into small parts.

Reason looks for two,
then arranges it from
there. I used as many
ideas to become intellec-
tually concentric. The

flower for the bee, the berry for the bird. Rainy

flower fireworks. It may present the illusion that

present experience is familiar. As it were. We have

to keep up the good work in order to keep up the

good mood. My parents complained that the nar-

row upstairs hallway was a waste of space, where

the worn rose carpet passed between four windows

on the one wall and two rooms on the other, made

a wish they hadn't moved. Imagine a field before

harvest, or better. As for we who "love to be aston-

ished," life is linked to man. Religion is a vague

lowing, a game of spinach and vine. In the ideal

town, beside water, flowers would hang from bal-

conies and balconies would hang from houses.

Garden snails are edible. They can alter inches but

not hours. If we keep on abstracting, indeed. I'm
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rooting coleus in the Mrs. Butterworth's bottle. She

shows the left profile, the good one. Our apartment
had back stairs and a laundry line that cranked out
over the parking lot. Remember the starving Ar-
menians,little orphans, beaten dogs, the dead, the
impotent, the irrelevant. This autobiography of ex-

pansive sensations is divided horizontally. Mrs.
Butterworth isn't racial. I was pregnant and needed
a rocker. There was a moving crowd of crows loud
above the swaying trees. The T-shirts hanging from
the line flapped like plump birds along the shore.

That was a stupid hour, when I heard motorcycles

and an airplane and cried because "nature was be-

ing ruined." The bank teller doesn't have to like you

before she gives you your money. The Italian res-

taurant in the American shopping center had a
Parmesan stink. Within walking distance I went to
shop to Muzak with its chewy beat between things
of the same kind that are separated only by very

small amounts of time. The sea said shoorash, but
irregularly-I want to be very precise although it is
impossible to spell these sounds-and occasionally
it boomed. Do such questions sound like those of
Wittgenstein. In the kitchen on the left is the drawer
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for refolded brown extra-strength doubled paper

bags marked with the name of the supermarket in

red. Shorty Market. There were bold rats on the

shelves of the Purity Supreme. When the vacuum

cleaner salesman arrived to give his demonstration

"in the home," we giggled, then laughed. Upon the

palate popping grapes and expectorating spat green

seeds. Those hardwhite grains of sand are flea eggs'

Adolescence, not as yet outgrown. Here, who bore

him patiently as the bird upon the back of a big bay

workhorse. Proses are props. The new cannot be

melodic, for melody requires repetition. Revelry in

education. Anyone who was part ofthat movement

must accept responsibility for its failure. The back

windows looked onto the garbage alley. Not porches

but balconies.
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No puppy or dog

will ever be

capable of this,

and surely no

parrot

This part of life is work.
You replace the eggs with
alabaster teasers. Imagine
how the birds appear, how
apparent the tree in dirty
snow. The apartment
building enclosed an en-

tire small city block and
we lived on the third floor of a corner entry where,

from the little laundry porch, like the other moth-
ers, I could overlook the rectangular lot enclosed

by the four arms of the building for tenant parking
where a group of small children were playing-or
rather fighting-and it was to enter these fights that
the women shouted and cajoled from their porches

at the children and each other. Then the mud cracks

and the tadpoles turn in the nick of time to frogs.

At twilight, as the babies cry. In those days I had

the mistaken notion that science was hostile to the

imagination. That kept me from a body of knowl-
edge. The perpetual Latin of love kept things hid-
den. Now times have changed, and there are more
men in the parks with their kids. I never sweep the

sand from where I am going to sit down. I turn to
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look out the window my attention drawn to the yel-

low truck in the sunlight. White and black are not
colors but they are inks and paints. They are not
interested in people's emotional upheavals but in
their eccentric movements. They'll read tonight.
Enzymes participate in the logic ofdigestion, which
is why we eat the cow and not the grass. He thought
a baby born of an interracial marriage would be

pinto. The noise fromthe other apartments sweeps

under the door, seeps up through the floor. I like to
think about him when he's not at home and can't

come into the room and spoil it. The mind has the

message. A pause, a rose, something on paper-
an example of parascription. The deeper register of
his voice is in the pause. Carpet it. A real living cen-

taur trotted across Dante's brain and Dante saw him
do it. Yet I admit I'm still afraid of something when
I refuse to rise for the playing of the national an-

them. The sailor on the flood, ten times the morn-
ing sun, made of wooden goldfish.'When the baby
was born I lost considerable importance, sur-
rendered it to him, since now he was the last of his
kind. "Fundamental dispersion," he said, and then,
"no nozzle." The coffee drinkers answered ecstati-

calIy, pounding their cups on the table. How to sepa-
rate people from principles. A healthy dialectic be-
tween poetry and prose. Good days go by fast, too
fast. On the low rectangular coffee table was a rack
for the postcard collection. A lot of questions, a few
answers, the progress of questioning, the spot on
the brain where these words will go. For example, I
remember the blue coat with the red piping but I
don't remember myself in it. There was green dust
on the park bench, sanded by bottoms. The neigh-
bor insisted that the baby's pretry smile was ,,only

gas." Raisins, cheese, the fapanese. I was stocking
counter-convention in the localized world of the
kitchen steam and rain. Too stingy to turn on the
heat. One thing beside another, or and then another,
x times y, x dividing y,x plus you. A word is only
introduced under very tight restrictions. Sun, there-
fore laundry. The little ripple shall find waves. Lon-
gevity-or velocity.
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The greatest

thrill was

to be the one

to tell

No puppy or dog will ever

be capable of this, and
surely no parrot. No one

can ask another a rhetori-
cal question. We can only
read stray rocks and first
we must learn their
names. Such a record

turned upon a screen, blowing the desert past,

would take sixteen days and four hours. He lay in
the sun to add to his ugly tan. In the little jars, food

for a Gerber baby. Through the windows of
Chartres, with no view, the light transmits color as

a scene. What then is a window. Between plow and

prow. A pause, a rose, something on paper, of true
organic spirals we have no lack. In the morning it
is mauve, close to puce. The symbolism of the rose

depends on its purity of color. Now that she is old
and famed for her intellect instead of her beauty,

she continues to wear the fashions of that earlier
era. She asked what were some of the other names

we had thought of giving her when she was born,
and what we would have named her if she had been

a boy. We wanted a topic of our own for the occa-

sions when the men talked sports. The red rose in
its redness leaks no yellow. In other words, it devel-
ops the argument. We are "on a trip" as if that were
the form of conveyance. Then I wanted to visit
Giverny and the gardens of Monet. I can still make
the sound of galloping on my thighs. To the degree
that seeing and hearing are activities rather than
receptivities. The obvious analogy is with music.
The concert of Gregorian chants was held in the
medieval wing of the museum, where the music
shook the walls. The sales clerks crowded the door,
working on commission. A frighted fool child. To

oviposit the mosquito her eggs must on a full blood
meal feast. And completely again never politics
withdrew. You can't assume "no remorse" merely
because the stripping away of superfluities is de-

scribed as "remorseless." The symbolism ofthe rose
depends on its thorns. That is more or less factual
and hard to miss. In one night I had done a week's
writing. We didn't have to think about cooking be-

cause we had been invited out. So I rebelled against
worlds of my own construction and withdrew into
the empirical world surrounding me. The dog was
lying in the sunlight not the sun. The number of
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legs doesn't matter, anymore than the number of
wheels on a car. Those particles in the air are bugs

in the spectrum. The entomology of things on the

page.Thinking back to my childhood, I remember

others more clearly than myself, but when I think
of more recent times, I begin to dominate my

memories. I find myself there, with nothing to do,

punctual, even ahead of time. It's hard to make a

heart go pal pal pal at description but with that fat

music on big feet I go beat beat beat and twitch
containment. In dryweather, I've dry eyes. The wind
blows in which a bird begins to fly. The horizon
completely free where sky meets the sea. Rocking

in the light, leviathan and mare whose waves are

pups and fillies. Imagine: never to be unintelligible!
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The plow makes

trough enough

Last night, in my dreams,
I swam to the bottom ofa
lake, pushed off in the
mud, and rising rapidlyto
the surface shot eight or
ten feet out of the water
into the air. I couldn't join
the demonstration be-

cause I was pregnant, and so I had revolutionary
experience without taking revolutionary action.
History hugs the worid. The Muses are little female
fellows. To some extent, each sentence has to be
the whole story. It is hard to turn away from mov-
ing water, where the tiny pebbles are left along the
shore. Being color-blind, he could not tell if they
were brown or green. Romance says, "Come away
with me," but neglects to say whence, or is it
whither. Writer solstice. Let's listen for the last of
the autumn frogs. A paragraph measured in min-
utes doing the sort of thing I can't do. What you
can't discover is the limit ofpossibility, which must
always remain to be discovered. Religion is a vague
lowing. At the time the perpetual Latin of love kept
things hidden. When you say, They are both read-
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ing the same book, do you mean the same writing
but in different copies or do you mean in turns at

the same copy.That same moon is shining over my

love tonight. How can there be a fire in this cold.

On those first spring mornings on the front steps

in the sunlight shining on the red brick apartment

building, we see where we sat rocking the babies in
their buggies while we kept the toddlers out of the

street. On the grrrny laundry porch, dove-like real-

ly, a pretty pigeon laid an egg, then when the egg

eventually hatched the repulsive bird ate the chick.

|ust get on a plane to see other things somewhere.

The water ouzel flies either over or under water. No

puppy or dog will ever be capable of this, and surely

no parrot. A neighbor rolled the terriers in a stroller

and wiped their little bottoms with a tissue when

they shat. Once an enervating romance that scorn

was. But sometimes-l think because of, not de-

spite, allthe activity-I felt as serene as when I had

studied the irregular and slightly undependable

patterns of the kitchen tiles as a child, to which I

had so happily resigned myself when trying to find

the place at which the pattern repeats. Test the heat

with a quick finger. Recall the when of which I

speak. One could elaborate. Greenery insects-the
rain as well. After C, I before, E except. Obbligato.
Things that "don't seem real" won't happen. The
bareback rider in her boots leaping from muddy
horse to muddy horse. Such displacements alter il-
lusions, which is all-to-the-good. A further folk
among the rocks. The gutters were open in the
street, in the hills where we had walked despite the
rain for a view of the ships, shut in the sea. Hands,
pockets, maple leaves wet enough to thicken un-
derfoot. Leave as may be, return as I should, but
with the beggar baby. The arrogant innocent young.
They had failed to come up with a leader. The word
"version" is a comparative noun which must imply
its plural form-the one that includes many. Should
a good mother have more kids. The inconsolable
jealousy which tells her of her love, declares it. For
you, forsythia. The grass in my glass.
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The years pass,

years in which,

I take it, events

were notlacking

Somewhere, some there,

disorder out, entangled in
language. I was reading
several books at once,
usually three. If faster,

then more. The type-
writer at night was classi-

cal. As the storm ap-

proached it was as ifthe blue slowly evaporated from

the slq, leaving the sky merely a pale shadow of
itself. Why isn't the reflection in the mirror flat,

since the mirror itself is flat. Or cream, when it
turns. When we were children, in a careless mo-

ment, my father had suggested we go camping, but
now that we were outdoors in the dark he was

scared. I want to remember more than more than

that, more or less as it really happened. It seems

that we hardly begin before we are already there. It
was cancer but we couldn't say that. A name

trimmed with colored ribbons. It was a warning that

"things will always go our way" no longer. Snakes

cannot ro11 like hoops and bees do not definitely

suck their young wholly formed from flowers. We

had taken the kids to the park, to get them "out from
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under foot," and my friend said, "There's no sense
in moving out of that little apartment because even
if I had a 4o-room house, it would just be 19 empty
rooms and me and the kids in the kitchen." Icebox
library. We have come a long way from what they
actually felt in the days when they made their own
wax candles and their own fat soap. The big candles
surrounded the brass band, middle-in-the-night. A
large vocabulary finds its own grarnrnar, and, con-
versely, a large grarnrnar finds its own vocabulary. I
remind myself, I don't exactly remember my name,
of a person, we'llcallitAsylum, a woman who, and
I've done this myself, has for good reasons re-
nounced some point, say the window in the corner
of the room, and then accepts it again. Then love,
on dappled feet ofwar, came and took the flirts away.
Is this bulk aesthetic discovery. Wet will quiet trees.
And I must admit that I find bulldozers beautiful
in motion. On Beech Street we took a walk to see

the three great copper beech trees which had been
built around rather than built over. Where is the
corner that apples turn, both red and green, when
they turn brown. A common act, the swing of the
leg. The plowmakes trough enough. Does thatkind
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of word-similarity constitute a word-sympathy. A11

the kids at the park had been warned away from
the rain puddle and the mud, but mine were sit-

ting in it. If you dig your own well you appreciate

water. No ideas but in potatoes. My mother-in-law
didn't like us to refer to "the kids," said, Kids are

goats, insisted we caii them "the children" or use

their names. If I were Philippus Aureolus
Theophrastus Bombastus von Hohenheim I would
shape me a bit of allowing homunculus. Anyone
dead has one white eye. Thus gossip is alone. Farm-

ers fear it. If words matched their things we'd be

imprisoned within walls of symmetry. As for we
who "love to be astonished," thicken the eggs in a

bath Marie. A cold air full of rain or snow and the

smell ofthe deep, deep sea. Suddenly from the pines

all the birds fly one way. The light flattened the land-

scape without darkening it. A pause, a rose, some-

thing on paper. Through alozenge of sea glass, gone

with the tide. That "wait" is what he meant.

This winterwill not come
again and no other will be
like it. On the radio I
heard the announcer in-
troduce a Chopin noc-
turne as played by "one of
the few immortals alive
today." I wanted to carry

my father up all those stairs. But the argument d.e-

cays, the plot goes bit by bit. A doddering old man
on the street stops to smile at toddlers. In the col-
ors were shadows, the dark or aside, the dark of
itself. The young women sat in front of the apart-
ment building in the mornings, arranged on three
levels of steps, like chorus boys on risers. A paint-
ing is a flat reflection. A fence is a belt, gives one
confidence. When I say compulsion and character-
ize it as numb, I am thinking not of the satisfac-
tions it invented for me as one compelled but of
the impenetrable dutifulness of my will. When I
learned to read, I had written my name in every
one of his books. The bay tree grows beside water,
is a sign of water in dry places, bends its growth
over the wet underground. We never wanted more

So upright,
twilit quoted
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than something beginning worth continuing which

remained unended. When one travels, one might

"htt" astorm. I made it a point to be prompt, arriv-

ing for appointments on the dot. Save it for a rainy

day. The night sways. Milk is spilled from the por-

trait bowl. I was puzzled-the future would never

be reveale d. The New York Timesevery day listed the

times that satellites wouid Pass over the state' What-

ever was broken had to be taken somewhere, or

someone had to be brought to it. But a married

name won't guarantee access' From downstairs the

grotesques-a Peruvian businessman who wore, or

one might say "sported," beautiful pinstripe suits,

his ancient invalided wife who suffered frequent

and percussive epileptic seizures, and their very fat

daughter who taught piano lessons every afternoon

and every evening called up to ask if I'd been dis-

turbed by the noise-invited me to tea and I had to

accept. Acts are links, and likewise ideas' A com-

edy simply comes out o.k. by the end, in which

someone gets married, so that life may be expected

to go on. A canoe among ducks' The plow makes

trough enough. The activity which in retrospect we

can name "grieving" seemed at the time like a sur-

prise from without, a cousin jumping out from be-

hind a door. Irritable, I was likely to stalk off. This
latitude ofmy intuition ofthe world as bound. They
are neither here nor there, those unrooted aquatic
plants that float not at the surface of the pond but
somewhat below, as if almost heavy or aimost buoy-
ant, hence floating with some qualification, mid-
way without a term. We get around in cars so much
they say we'lllose our baby toes. To give the proper
term for an object or idea is to describe its end. The
same holds for music, which also says nothing. Are
all statements about unicorns necessarily meta-
physical. Maybe many window a light. In the dark
we went out on the lawn to watch the satellite go

by, now four years in the sky. It always gets darkest
before it gets absolutely black. Good lot of grocer-
ies, and the baby on one hip reaching over, 50 years

in between, but that might be a replacement, at least

a comfort. A11 reflections have depth, are deep. It
seemed that we had hardly begun and we were al-

ready there. He hangs his hands. Later Death
seemed no more and no less imponderably pecu-

liar to me than the pre-life of an individual, though
the latter is never personified. In disguisel in res-
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ignation? in surprisel "How am I to choose between

all the subjects I have remembered because they

once seemed beautiful to me, now that I feel much

the same about them a11," he answered.

Yef. we insist

that h,fe is full
of happy chance

The windows were open
and the morning air was,

by the smell of lilac and
some darker flowering
shrub, filied with the
brown and chirping trills
ofbirds. As they are ifyou
could have nothing but

quiet and shouting. Arts, also, are links. I picture
an idea at the moment I come to it, our collision.
Once, for a time, anyone might have been luck's
child. Even rain didn't spoil the barbecue, in the
backyard behind a polished traffic, through a land-
scape, along a shore. Freedom then,liberation later.
She came to babysit for us in those troubled years
directly from the riots, and she said that she
dreamed of the day when she would gun down ev-

eryone in the financial district. That single tele-
phone is only one hair on the brontosaurus. The
coffee drinkers answered ecstatically. If your dog
stays out of the room, you get the fleas. In the 1u11,

activity drops. I'm seldom in my dreams without
my children. My daughter told me that at some time
in school she had learned to think of a poet as a
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person seated on an iceberg and melting through
it. It is a poetry of certainty. In the distance, down

the street, the practicing soprano belts the breeze.

As for we who "love to be astonished," money makes

money, luck makes luck. Moves forward, drives on.

Class background is not landscape-stiIl here and

there in 1969 I could feel the scope of collectivity.

It was the present time for a little while, and not so

new as we thought then, the present always after

war. Ever since it has been hardfor me to share my

time. The yellow of that sad room was again the

yellow of naps, where she waited, restless, faithless,

for more days. They say that the alternative for the

bourgeoisie was gullibility. Call it water and dogs.

Reason looks for two, then arranges it from there'

But can one imagine a madman in love. Goodbye;

enough that was good. There was a pause, a rose,

something on paper. I may balk but I won't recede.

Because desire is always embarrassing. At the

beach, with a fresh flush. The child looks out. The

berries are kept in the brambles, on wires on re-

serve for the birds. At a distance, the sun is small.

There was no proper Christmas after he died. That

triumphant blizzard had brought the city to its
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knees. I am a stranger to the little girl I was, and
more-more strange. But many facts about a life
should be left out, they are easily replaced. One sits
in a cloven space. Patterns promote an outward like-
ness, between little white silences. The big trees
catch all the moisture from what seems like a dry
night. Reflections don't make shade, but shadows
are, and do. In order to understand the nature of
the collision, one must know something of the na-
ture of the motions involved-that is, a history. He
looked at me and smiled and did not look away, and
thus a friendship became erotic. Luck was rid of its
clover.



The settling-in

that we're

d,escribing is a

preliminary to
beingblown up

Sway is built into sky-

scrapers, since it is natu-

ral to trees. It is com-
pletely straightforward.
On occasion I've trans-
ferred my restlessness,
the sense of necessity, to

the vehicle itself. And if I
feel like a book, a person on paper, I will continue.
What is the gender on paper. A fatigue in the cold,

fear of finishing. And doesn't it make a difference
to me, reading this book now, to know that you are

going to read the same book afterwards, in the same

copy, these selfsame words-and would that
difference made be different if you were reading
your own copy of the book at the same time that I

was reading mine. It seemed natural to her to con-

fuse the romantic with the motherly. Still, I was

learning to talk about old cars in cherry condition.
Sounds like a tough guy being lively in a small
world. Go out and see what there is. Lifting the ply-

wood, we saw mouse paths in the dirt. One wants a

bike that if you lay it down you can pick it up, and
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we shined its chunky chrome. I realized that I had
finally reached an age from which I could love my
parents entirely generously. We were like plump
birds again along the shore, clumsy among the
sandpipers. It was as if adventure itself had over-
taken the idea of adventure and swamped it, and I
was overwhelmed by a sense of deep patience, of
serenity, not because I felt detached or distant from
my disrupted and peculiar life, on the contrary I
was absolutely at one with it, and it is this that I
realized years later in Russia: adventure amazes me
with peace. Ufhen the fog casts a shadow one puts
on a coat. Unstitch the tent and sail away. After
crossing the boundarywhich distinguishes the work
from the rest ofthe universe, the reader is expected
to recross the boundary with something in mind.
'About things" is not so much a comment count-
ing. We are not forgetting the patience of the mad,
their love of detail. For hours at a time, as the car
speeds along, I relax. Equating the dumb with the
silent, equating silence with insignificance. I came
to depend on my children socially, was never at a
Ioss with them. A busy street is an entertainment.



A nest is the house of a bird. We know better now
than to lean on sugar. As for we who "love to be

astonished," the old-fashioned branching ice cream

cones could hold twin pairs of scoops, or four. "lazz"

is becoming a dirty word in the inner circles of im-
provisation. Pronouns skirt the subject. The
so-called "brilliant" thinker is found notable by vir-
tue of his or her intellectual activiry but what if this
activity is irrational. She showed the left profile, the
good one. In the line between red cords at the bank
stood a tremulous old woman in an orange hat, her
cane at a jaunty angle. She has spent all of her free

time. On the bus I heard one woman say to another,
"Everyday I say my prayer, 'When I get too old to
wait on myself,' I say, 'then Lord dismiss me."'The
neighborhood dogs strike up their choral warbling
and the fire engines respond. One wall makes a row.

An acquaintance came to visit but I was entirely
distracted by the facts, namely that time is going
by. I've heard that it once was a napron. It is hard to
turn away from moving water. And my memory of
him is a poor likeness-like jealousy, which can-

not get what love has secured. The fear of "losing"

ideas objectifies knowledge. The remainder may be
a reminder, the curye its cup. That seat is taken as
soon as you sit. A dream of furniture in motion, at
night, past doll games.
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I laugh as if my

pots were clean

Even the children remem-

ber that as a year in the
slums, threatened with
change, where the speak-

ers in the van invited
theft. Sticky finger licking
chicken. Cliches and lam-

entation. We were floating
the logic in a rushing medium. I want to be free of
you, in order to do things, things of importance
which will impress you, attract you, so that you can

be mine and I can be yours, forever. The clock picked

up, their thoughts to their tasks. And the gaps be-

gan to stick. The obvious analogy is with music. If
you didn't pay for it is it stolen. Can you run circles

around the city block. At times, in anticipation of a

certain piety of absence that was its rural equiva-

lent, I was attracted to the massive vandalized hulk
of the abandoned brewery and made it the goal of
my walks with the dog, who, on her own, escaping

our semi-domesticated warehouse, frequently
disappeared into the city pound. The poor dog is a
flea city. Everything doesn't grow in a jungle. The

rose with its color curling, the strokes of the ocean
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bather. I know a lot of words, but some of them I
have to know over and over, two letters to six at a

time. As for we who "love to be astonished," it,s
more like muggy was than wooden houses. I say

this again, for whom saying so affixes to herselfthat
prematurely dem oralized decade. There are
different twos but an irritating minimum wage.
Let's see what's on, romance happening in crowds,
on a Thursday night. Make it go with a single word.
We. My French was useless. She called the pigeon
a feathered rat. An early relative, more dead than
alive, had become an ancestor, after being George
Washington's bodyguard. Such news is like rumor
and relative to the air. They discovered they had the
same birthday. The symmetrical letters of the al-
phabet. A child is a real person, very lively. They
are like plump birds along the shore, watching the
local flags snap. It is the sea salt in our blood. A
mere drop in the cup. A mirror makes it turn over.
The general form tends to grow quite naturally
under the hand that writes it, but until a thing is
completed, it needs to be explained. The dictionary
presents a world view, the bilingual dictionary pre-
sents a world view, the bilingual dictionary doubles
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that, presents two. Community is a fortress, we

began to foresee. One makes a shrug but gives a

shit. The children made a sort of dachshund from
balloons and "that balloon beast" popped into my

mind. He looked me in the eye and passed the wine.

There is no air on the moon to carry talk. Is that

violence or violins. Through the walls we have holes

of the social form called home. In the city there are

only four directions for a walk. It seemed that we

had hardly begun and we were already there, watch-

ing people for an instant framed in windows, never

finding out what happens to them, or what they

mean. Thought balloons are softer than word bal-

loons. The air we breathe: the air we breathe rang-

ing in size contains flakes of sound, dark, silence,

and light.

A somewhat

saltier, earthier
tomato grows

there and. is

rnore seductive

In the morning there
were birds birds birds
birds birds then one
rooster. There seeing, not
snooping.'We went in the
wake of a Winnebago
following a gravel truck
from which tiny crystal

particles now and then flew back against the wind-
shield in the country. Apples in, in sacks and boxes,
chard gone to seed and returning in the space I'm
staring into. Anyone who thinks it has. The canoe
ducks the willow branch, the paddle fingers the
water, the pond moons in the night. The kids in
their grass slippers ask what is for dinner and when
is that what. A pause, a rose, something on paper.
It is a book so good I don't have to read it. The great-
est thrill was to be the one to "tell" and so when we
got back home I let Anna be the one to describe the
rattlesnake between the "big oaks." A straight snake
won't strike. In a garden, beside the dark. Trees
crack in this heat, this cold, this wind, this still. Th"y
made of their isolation an act, made it active, en-
acted it-reflecting not ease but the air, very few
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songbirds. Hauling horses, pro gres sing backrvards,

still dusty. Now I am adding to my life an account
of Arctic inquiry in which the cold drops in folds
composed of brilliant rays of light...scarcely and
timeiy. The taik of weather waits for rain that way,

when August is so hot the coffee gets thick, is sick-

ening mornings. The cowboys make their dogs

work. Words are sound facts, such as "that is a

sound ship which didn't sinlC'and "I hear a funny
sound in the engine (attic)." Floor muddy, uncov-
ered. You don't get pneumonia because you're wet.
i never swept the sand from where I was going to
sit down. In the sentence, "One turns onto z6r from
ror and follows it to the 5 point 71 mlle marker,
where a steep dirt road goes off to the right, up
which one climbs for two miles, until one reaches

a crest which is not the highest point on the ridge
but from which there is for the first time a long
view to both east and west, where one leaves the
car and follows a path past two big oaks up a small
hill for a quarter mile to the cabin," I arn the one.

Am I a kind, a good person. Fonder of the place

we've found. A noise in the dark even safer, more
curious. The difference between empathy and re-
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sponsibility. One could see why they didn,t want
windows after awhile. Weather, skinning and shin-
ing, whatever. The sunlight must be spilling since
one can see where it plunges into the river and
spreads out bobbing on its broken surface. Some
bird was saying that ha-ha-who, anaphora. It is hard
to turn away from moving water. W'ho,s to see a
radio wave over the mountain landscape, while a
bird remains in view. The trucks pushed up the road
down below, following the tracks, overloaded so
slowed down, in a louder gear. To town. The plow
makes trough enough. Shadows ',fill,,the checkered,,
vegetable creek. There are adhesive noises, these
are flakes. Making minute indentations water
skeeters stand on them. She didn,t want to go on
by. But, to stay. Red weather, blue weather, yellow
weather, green weather. You see steam coming from
the nostrils of the colts. Rough utter cold. Which
makes it a coat of crystal.



There is no

"s&rrleness" of
the sky

What it is is it. Besides the

actual "come i:n," he

looked the part. Built of
used wood, more of a two

by, , two by really two. I

could hammer without
putting cherries in the

wood. Heavy with nail

apron, sunk in contemplation, I was thinking about

insincerity, and here I am sincere. One's own in-

dustry never pollutes rivers. A somewhat saltier,

earthier tomato grows there and is more seductive.

He wouldn't live in a house in which every room

was square. It is a matter of a more interesting

counting. A fragment is not a fraction but a whole

piece. Pinched down to an inch within an inch of
where it had been. A word is an expectation. A

shooting star is something happening in the sky,

as the lion that finally roars is something happen-

ing in the zoo. When you speak you play a language'

The obvious analogy is with music. What the mad

made. The dog digs dirt. It is always funny when

the expectation matches the event. I got my "in-loo"

from Mendocino County, a quarterly check for

$89.2o, since in lieu ofhaving the school bus come
two miles up our road I drove the kids down every
morning at 6:45 to meet it. I was not afraid in the
dark, hearing the low owl, in the light, the bird
knocking in the sun. I heard it anew not again. In
that house, which we had built ourselves, we had
forgotten closets. Rose madder. How people dress
is an unending sight. She hid in her hair. After I'm
dead, they will have to celebrate my birthday with-
out me, and then with sentiment or not will mean
less than little to me. The circus was still exciting,
perhaps even more so, since more inevitable knowl-
edge increases the capacity to behold, the beauty of
the elephants and some danger overhead. It is
spring, the kids are now seven and nine, we are out
on the green slope sitting at the crest of the ridge
watching the sun set, an oddly athletic event, and
somehow we fail into a conversation about omni-
science, in which Paull proposes outer space as a
terminal where everything is memory in a kind of
electronic water. What memory is not a "gripping"
thought. Our dog is one of the group called work-
ing dogs, working birds. I watched the downy wood-
pecker and heard its beak beat the gray oak tree.
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Such displacements alter illusions, which is

"a11-to-the-good." He alters his voice with his face'

This is a verbal plate. I can feel the idea' As for we

who "love to be astonishe d," my love for these kids'

She had rosy cheeks and a sunny smile still has' I

can hear the floor if they walk on it' Hedges were

shelters once notwalls. Some are crystal, some have

membranes, but moments are bubbles drifting up,

many go up at once. From there we watch what's

coming down, shut up, and watch the music' The

ground makes its green but is bounded by the sea-

son. In the metaphor, life is landscape, and living it
is a iourney, for which one is provided with a lim-

ited amount of time, with which it is wise to be

thrifty. I(nowing what you do, only so much later-
who heard what they said, found it being said' Stop-

ping then quiet too'

Back and backward, why,

wide and wider. Such that
art is inseparable from the
search for reality. The con-

tinent is greater than the
content. A river nets the
peninsula. The garden
rooster goes through the

goldenrod. I watched a robin worming its way on
the ridge, time on the uneven light ledge. There as

in that's their truck there. Where it rested in the
weather there it rusted. As one would say, my
friends, meaning no possession, and don't harm
my trees. Marigolds, nasturtiums, snapdragons,
sweet William, forget-me-nots, replaced by chard,
tomatoes, lettuce, garlic, peas, beans, carrots, rad-

ishes-but marigolds. The hum hurts. Still, I felt
intuitively that this which was incomprehensible
was expectant, increasing, was good. The greatest
thrill was to be the one to "tell." A11 rivers' left banks
remind me of Paris, not to see or sit upon but to
hear spoken of. Cheese makes one thirsty but on-
ions make a worse thirst. The Spanish make a little
question frame. In the case, propped on a stand so

One begins as a.

student but
becomes a friend
of clouds
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as to beckon, was the hairy finger of St. Cecilia, cov-

ered with rings. The old dress is worn out, torn up,
dumped. Erasures could not serve better authen-
ticity. The years pass, years in which, I take it, events

were not lacking. There are more colors in the great

rose window of Chartres than in the rose. Beside a

body, not a piece, ofwater. Serpentine is fool's jade.

It is on a dressed stone. The previousness of plants

in prior color-no dream can come up to the origi-
nal, which in the common daylight is voluminous.
Yet he insisted that his life had been full of happy

chance, that he was luck's child. As a matter of fact,

quite the obverse. After a 9-to-5 job he got to just go

home. Do you have a compulsion to work and then
did you have a good time. Now it is one o'clock on

the dot, but that is only a coincidence and it has a

bad name. Patriots drive larger cars. At the time
the perpetual Latin of love kept things hidden. We

might be late to the movies but always early for the
kids. The women at the parents' meeting must wear

rings, for continuity. More sheep than sleep. Paull

was telling me a plot which involved time travel, I
asked, "How do they go into the futurel" and he

answered, "'What do you mean?-theywait and the
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future comes to them-of course!,,so the problem
was going into the past. I think my interests are
much broader than those of people who have been
saying the same thing for eight years, or so he said.
Has the baby enough teeth for an apple. fuggle,
jungle, chuckle. The hummingbird, for all we know,
may be singing all day long. We had been in France
where every word really was a bird, a thing singing.
I laugh as if my pots were clean. The apple in the
pie is the pie. An extremely pleasant and often comic
satisfaction comes from conjunction, the fit, say, of
comprehension in a reader's mind to content in a
writer's work. But not bitter.



N a mornent of
trotting on only

one foot in so

much snou)

Any water moving in the

storm was good, potable.

Loggers ro11. They thumb
home, passing an hour.

Back East had stopped be-

ing back home when
home was out West. It got

scared of me and that's

like now any morning. Still I miss the maple red

ice birch. Seeming is believing. And there is no

"sameness" of the sky. There were all kinds at the

horse auction but not bidders, so the auctioneer

banged his hammer and shouted "pass em." He

had so little understanding of other people that it
was hard to know ofwhom he was speaking unless

he mentioned the name. It is now only a welcome

much the same. The birds, thrashers, are like crick-

ets making all their noise with their feet. They churn

the air we breath. A pause, a rose, something on

paper. To walk quicker, we "step out," between ruts

and roots slang roots as in books. That night a move

in the distance. The calves of the cowboy's legs are

rubbed shiny, left with no hairs. Pelicans hatch na-

ked from the egg. For the fact is that the heavy birds

must fly quickly or not at all. What is the meaning
hung from that depend. The longevity of vegeta-

tion. The grass was rippiing in the diffuse light,
nothing was abstract, the leaves on the trees caught
colors in the breeze one might sit watching grate-

fully, thrilled, full of specific, sharp serenity. There
were cold days, only, a few times, icy, but in winter
the wind was heavy and rains slapped the land. The
grass was instantly green and one could dip a glass

into it. We are not forgetting the patience of the
mad, their love ofdetail. Itwas dark enough to sleep

with the eyes open ifthe lids would allow. Anywhere
was a long drive, so it was easier that we ought to
stay home. Is home this building. The face is a ceil-
ing. The eyes can't rest on a road, even the rider's
eyes required by the white line or the possibility
that something might happen to the view to watch.
Go more responsibly distant, more mild, in order
to look out the window at other windows. Even the
night lights out, turned off. But come daylight blue
loses black. A fine drizzle is finally a mist. Memory
a separation from infinity. I never swept the sand

from where I was going to sit down. The kids stood
waiting for the schoolbus where the cold was a toy
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for them, sucking snow. All-mond brown and

a-mind white. The kite was frantic through the bat-

tering wind, but, once above, it soared effortlessly,

a single big-enough wing. The pre-precious stone

is serpentine. A river in green. In so much snow I

was sad in so much. But displacements improve

with each thudding scene. This is a populated cup.

You'll laugh but sometimes New York City seems

similarly continuous, like a natural, wild country

landscape, not peaceful in itself but capable of en-

gendering a release of peaceful feeling.

124

If there's

nothing out the

windows look

at books

Hold back, as less from
friends; hold the book,
hold up, then hold on
tight, hang on. Time is an

electronic river. Strawber-
ries fortynine. A man on
the street swings his arm
out to get a look at his

watch, stretching to get his wrist out of the suit
jacket, two on the watch. V/hen challenged to ex-

plain myself in other words I look down, my visual
focus deflected to the right-my mind settling into
a comfortable position, so it can work. A translator
must try to keep all of the most interesting words.
Is it a pattern that we see or only a random place-
ment ofthe stupid little tiles. Or a place by water in
early spring. This stop and start is bumper to
bumper. We sat in a bar and Charles recited a poem
by Emily Dickinson which "made her come alive."
There's plenty to express a color in the paper. He
marched around the basement for about ten min-
utes, playing his line. Y/hen feeling nothing agarn,
said to be happy, having nothing but fun. The park
was crammed, more of an adventure for the dog. A
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natural climber, a goat, got to the top, the way a

bird gets to the end of the limb, or a timber top, as

it should be rather than could be. I could feed those

extra words into the sentence already there, rather

than make a new one for them, make place in the

given space, and that would be the same thing,

making more sense. Such displacements alter illu-

sions, which is all-to-the-good. Such diction is used

in discourse to put it possibly. Yet better left unsaid

if I could have. A pause, a rose, something on pa-

per. Waiting for sleep, sleep waits. Sleep in its bub-

bling sock. The burglar had come back a second

time, but this time the dog was ready. She is slow

except expects to bark. Such charged habit is tradi-

tion. There is no "sameness" of the sky. We follow

stars to form an authoritative constellation called

Common Sense. Things are settled before we go,

as I've got my own to do. To speak of the "self" and

improve it from memory. That isn't the dog bark-

ing, that's the dog guarding the house, a cave, and

we've retreated into it. The telephone number is a

landing strip. When I ran out of seeds the birds ran

from me. Slats of temper shattered. In the dark

twilight, so upright, uneasy, the sunset offshore was
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buried alive. I never swept the sand from where I
was going to sit down. Was also a friend, one point
breaking close. The postman became a mailman
and now it is a carrier. Moving to some harder way
to see without blocking what's to see. Top time-
with a finger and a stretch of smooth sand. Dust is

hairy dirt, furry dirt. t laugh as if my pots were clean,

in good spirits, well-rested, humming a nameless,
a tuneless, tune. The degree to which you're sucked
in, you soak it up. One looks out windows at win-
dows, nose in a book. One ofmy favorite words was

birds and willbe. If they are but flights to a conclu-
sion, I will wait patientiy to look at them.



The run, that if
you broke it,
you'd have none

Nothing good to see in the

city, but the rain is some

good thing to hear. If "l
love to hear the waves"

and "I love to hear you

talk." Carton little dia-

logue, heard on the street.

Baby! baby! baby! that's

normal. If there is a story at all, accounted for, a

settled thing to have experienced, it's nothing of
the kind. The obvious analogy is with music as with

words. A sense of definition (different from that of
description, which is a kind of storytelling or re-

counting, numerical, a list of colors) develops as

one's sense of possibiliry of the range of what one

might do or experience, closes with the years. So I

gave it away. I can offer only the apologies I have

committed. When we first moved in, the neighbors

on the left complained about the saxophone, but

eventually, as we became familiar, theybegan to feel

well-disposed toward us, friendly, until the noise

was what they liked most about us, since it proved

them tolerant and generous. Planes of information

intersect, coincide. Words in which we care to be
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also. Do rose bushes like sand. The casement win-
dows in the wind flap, bang against the room. Then
nxy car near your curb. Wicker. She sighs, him hum.
There is no "sameness" of the sky. We sat on the
beach at the sea in the cold and I was as warm as

one person can be. Cold hands mean something, a

shiver over a grave, dropped spoons. It is hard to
turn away from moving water. The undertow is
somehow hooked, or spoonshape, and said to be in
that way "remorseless." The musician has a spouse

and it attends. A yearning in motion, original im-
pulse. Then, when it's time to go home, and I do.

Never very far, never varies far. Waves for the ride
beside one at the beach. The world in its habits,
word in the world it inhabits. That's woods. That
reminds me. A time slowed down, and a distance
brought forward the wave given pause, a rose, some-

thing on paper. Time's up. There are days when
only the busy work of shopkeeping is sufficiently
satisfying. Nothing of the kind before and only a

coincidence. \Matching the dryer at the laundromat
guarding the clothes, then hauled home, all clean

and alldry so all done. The TV would make a bor-
ing hole in a room. If there's nothing out the win-



dows look at books. Name the dog TWo, too. Lucky

to want without wanting for. A list and against it
ticks. We call out quit it to quiet the dull dog in the

dark barking. Words heard with the eyes. Wish for

road woods, the dark past the trees. Airs for hours,

quiet, walk it. But all week I've felt my mind, how

cold its thoughts are, how reluctantly they leave my

head.

Many who believe in En-

glish speak it. A rubber
dawn for rubber tongues.

Number, stutter, and cur-
vature. In the dark traffic
sounds are round and oc-

casional, but at dawn the

trilling and warbling of
the cars begins, and as the sun rises the sonic rush
turns airy as if the cars had wings and the traffic
was, with considerable flapping, taking off I re-

member my fear of personaliry which was so simi-
lar to the fear of forgetting that the tiniest idea be-

came a "nagging thought," until I could write it
down and out, preserved, but, in a sense, too, elimi-
nated. Some emotions are pulled through the spine,

like gravel and inquiry. Up and up the hypotenuse

to the Empire State Building's summit. Then by
motivated coincidence the aestheticians converge.

Conceal can it reveal can believe could who any-

one. The children slept under the grand piano. If
one can't see a connection one must assume a de-

cision. Isn't the avant garde always pedagogical, she

said, I mean altruistically bugbearish (she had ex-

Now such is

the rhythm
of cognition
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pected wienerschnitzel to be frankfurter). We like
the tailor and we like the child but we don't like the
naked emperor. The crickets churn their naked legs.

In those days there was no audience stasis. But such

compliments refer to ideal beauty and not to body
parts. Still I thought they were logical, and there-
fore just, desires. A river rz to 16 feet thick and
topped by immeasurable sunlight. It is not hubris
but high spirits that makes me say so. Or it is a

figment of the involuntary imagination. It snaps

back to bind yellow to a day in October of 1978. I

was hassled with feelings hurt so furious lost my
temper and threw bean pot to floor, slammed
door-but there was nowhere to go, spattered with
beans, and I came back in, chagrined. The run, that
if you broke it, you'd have none. In the sentence,
"one climbs five worn wood stairs and turns left to
the scarred open door, then crosses a hall and two
feet of linoleum to the four foot formica counter
with trryo sacks of groceries in seven steps," I am
the one. By touch and redaction. The pelicans slap

the surfwith their love of it. And here is the pucker
of arrival and the thunk of power. Reason looks for
two, then arranges it from three: number, stutter,

and curvature. The pith, restlessness, and the se-

vere sanity ofinquiry. But these words are meant to
awaken in you such desire that.... I wrote my name
in every one of his books. My life is as permeable
constructedness. "Rain," instantly repeated Lacy in
whose life weather conditions were of the greatest
interest, "spiliing in a cold sweet wind, and from
the same quarter drifting a high cloud unbroken
storm, fu77 gray." The rolling work ofwriting is typ-
ing and retyping. On the desk to my right a red pen
and the yellow pad on which I'd written, "I never
believed more profoundly than I do now that char-
acter is based on organization-(George Eliot).,,
Oblate-just "pressed" for time. Are we not all
anorexic? In my weather, only lozenges. They differ.
Meanwhile I live within a few blocks of the scenes
of my childhood and yet they evoke nothing, they're
neither alien nor hilarious nor sweet nor familiar
nor awful, but merely iocal streets and an asphalt
schoolyard-but now I see that in my memory of
the streets, where I walked home alone from school,
there is no "1" as such, while in the schoolyard I
remember myself as a burgeoning personality and
feel anew its nightmarish sincerity, oppressive and
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claustrophobic but energetic and openly candid
though completely inaccurate, an effort, which
makes me dread school in retrospect where I liked
it so much in actuality. A reference to Thanatos as

that who lacks the urge to hear. But to a caller a

buoyant burr-it fastens out ofthe cloud. You have

always known we wanted us. The speaker begins

with the observations that a person makes looking
up through the wind into trees whose leaves flash

on a summer day. Permanent constructedness.

The sincere, rotund
figure comes upright as

usual, bobbing, because
"bottom-heavy with cul-
ture." Rubber life. And
hostile to the novel. I was

coming home from a late

literary event and heard a
commotion at the corner 7-Eleven (consciousness
and poetry). "Do you know what middle-class
people expect from poetry?" said Parshchikov later
in Moscow, "a glimpse of eternity." There is more
trilling trigonometry in trees-that description of
discipline. A somewhat pleasant-looking police-
man, communications unit in hand, was calling
in for help with an abusive drunk in front of the
store, and a few minutes later (l lingered to see) a

policewoman turned up in response, swinging her
dark club from a thong as she jumped from the
car, its door open even before the car had stopped,
then she sauntered over in a change of pace, as if
she intended to face down the drunk, hooting in
complaint, on whom she suddenly clapped cuffs,

Preliminanes
consist of
such eternity
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before she flipped him, whipped offher belt, and

tied his feet. Words (unlikeness and discipline)-
there are no unresisted rhythms in one. We had

taken the horses and gone riding for five days into

the mountains around the High Lakes. But percep-

tions are more accurate in threes. A hammer and a

mower without suburbs, incomplete. The second

day we reached the crest on a series of switchbacks

through glacial debris (cooking pots swinging on

cords, the sun shifting from my left arm to my right)

and ahead of us lay a steep descent (treetops in the

immediate foreground) down which the horses

began delicately to plunge (our fate hung on their
feet). My Lives on a shelf by Trotsky, George Sand.

This was rg7g,the year in which I was reading

Montaigne. I had begun to expect someone to die.

That is why I am disappointed now that so-and-so

has accepted a view of poetry that sees it as interna-

tional, generous, and gentlemanly. The very young

murderer, her picture in the paper, had made a

mistake (but there are no mistakes). When I think
of such magnitude as if seduced I panic com-

pulsively, just as years before I lay on the grass and

was grasped by infinity. If there's nothing out the
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windows, look at books. To concentrate, as now,

wanting to compress into a sentence whose words
are a reflection ofthe sky in a blue lake in the Black

Buttes that otherwise extensive or expansive stub-
bornness to which I have already referred, I hold
my breath. Then, when the neighbor's dog, his
name is Wilbur, barks vehemently, even hysterically,
at midday nextdoor, I am told that our mail has al-

ready arrived. Thirry-nine years later than a moment
yellow. Green. A paragraph is a time and place, not
a syntactic unit. 'We stood watching circles in the
light beside the lake, while in the last sunlight flew
a mob of tiny bugs, like motes of dust, doubt, or
the code of the trees. More and more lake is con-

tained by the stone thrown into it. The voices of the
daughter, the mother, and the mother ofthe mother
are heard in the background, and to their scattered

bodies go. So quoted, coded. Things are different
but not separate, thoughts are discontinuous but
not unmotivated (like a rose without pause). Both
children as teens achieved height, and their inter-
ests exercised intensity. The first I knew of such
was when he wrote to the heads of state of all the
independent island nations, of which the
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S-mile-square phosphate-famous Nauru is one. As

for we who "love to be astonished," I was territorial
at their nativity. |ameson speaks of a "coliective

struggle to wrest a realm of Freedom from a realm
of Necessiry" and I put pen to page scrupulously
and write, "l prefer the reaim of Necessity." I think
of aFranz Kline as saturated structure. So at times
I stick to principles of incommensurability yet press

to make relevant without melancholy even unlikely
comparisons. Painters are much happier than writ-
ers, so my father said, after he himselfhad switched
(which is why I was able to move his typewriter to

my room when I was ten, which was like painting
then). After any visit to a museum at home I im-
pulsively haul out my paints and never anticipate
disappointment. After every election I vow never to
vote again. I listen to the night ticking of the creek

as it turns its little stones (eternal time-reversal).
Then kitchenward I disappear, into the steaming
clatter, the aroma of asparagus and turkey-or is it
curry? I cannot close my ears, I have no ear lids.
Society has no fringe. But for the moment a par-

ticular static at the surface of the window pane al-

lows charge but prevents exchange. Remarkable

scratches, nicks, notches, intervene. But as I've said
before, I am nearsighted, and there are many figures
in this scene which might form different scenes.
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My morphemes

mourned events

I will not despair; my
hope is r) to rise daily be-

fore seven, 5) to avoid idle-

ness. There cannotbe ups

without downs. But they

don't track, they mock.
My relief at having finally
written down that thought

is enormous now I can forget about iU but it is not

forgetfulness that takes its place as I begin to think
of other things. I don't know what prompts this-
the assertion of world (order) desired in a dream

but I remember the pleasure with which my mother

made her "time-and-motion studies" when she

never wasted a trip upstairs by ascending empty-

handed. The desire for immortality is accompanied

by a sense of density. Form, then be expressive. As

for we who "love to be astonished," consciousness

is durable in poetry. My heart takes occupancy. I

chew and my eyeballs iiggle. WhaLever I am doing,

the rude telephone interrupts, saying, "Stop doing

thatl." I never rid myself of the conscientiousness

existentialism taught-why should I have done

so?-and now I labored like a criminal chained to
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the ramifications ofevery act ofthe new Presidency,

with-I confess-self-pity. I begin cleaning in the
dining room with a dust-cloth, then organize my
day with the vacuum cleaner according to the lay-out

of sockets. But with regard to the seeping waste site,

platitudinous stonewalling was the best we too could

do: "I can't believe it!" and "They've got to be in-
sane!" I wish I could sign my ballot so my vote would
give me that little satisfaction, signification. Lan-

guage becomes so objectified that it is different from
whatever you know or say. But there is such a thing
as alazy man's load, it is the largest one and it is
destined to fall, drop, or spiIl. Both subjectivity and

objectivity are outdated filling systems. It is the

peach that makes this yellow and volume pretty. The

specifics are snared by consonants and flooded with
applications of sunlight. The rumbling comforting
cat sits, tail twitching, in long, flat meditation, and

then she licks her chest. A rhapsodic wedge. Love

is more than a clamorous supplement. That after-

noon I marched with the vets whom once I had

marched against. That too was a saturated struc-

ture, a day with adhesive slcy. But the cat was asieep

on my notebook, so I couldn't have a thought. I
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scrubbed the sink, the smell ofthe cleanser reminis-
cent of string beans, sunlight through the window
fell on the clean drainboard, a bead of water was

suspended from the mouth ofthe faucet. Air-light
and silence are drawn from it, the trees are shed-

ding, ground accumulates. Some desire powers gen-

erously. But I needed a sense of humor to wring
the change of tension between patience and a

saleswoman's kind of wrath. Perhaps violence is

more practical than strangeness. Dreams are kitsch
transmitting. This one contains a sax, a scissor, and

a sponge. As the spouse bends over the skiilet, she

turns to observe him atwork, she cannothelp laugh-

ing, it is either a compliment or a complaint. At the

time the perpetual Latin oflove kept things hidden.
Then love perpetuates one's interest in an old-fash-

ioned medium, the printed page. My son wrote to
every governor and asked for photos and facts about

his or her state. The head is a very hard case. It is a

courtesy, a controversy-they accuse it of theory
they say it lacks feeling, where they want, instead,

what they call "singing," i.e. contagion. I too am a
Calvinist-I accumulate conscience. And now five

years later, compare this line of inquiry, this line of

reasoning, to a line of poetry-"and the other half
in a shoe too." Potato a fat walnut, the potato with
checkered grit, by potato I mean low sunshine.
Wheat whose limits are compelled to sing. "My cli-
ent wants to know," said the public defender on
behalf of Mr. S., who had been persistently whis-
pering to him and passing him notes on scraps of
paper, "what, in your opinion, is the meaning of
the story ofthe Emperor's New Clothes." The trend
of my theory may sometimes run utopianward in
reality.
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Skies are the

terrains of this

myopic

It is precisely a special
way of writing that re-

quires realism. This will
keep me truthful and do

me good. Across the
street in the pawing wind
a herd of clouds pastures

in the vacant lot. Night af-

ter night, in poetic society, line gathering and sen-

tence harvesting. Of course I want things to be real!

Words are guards, so words are wives. The story of
the Emperor's New Clothes is about mass delusion

and the power of advertising. The boys were going

through socks, playing sock hockey in the gym. One

of them was mine, and he wanted to book a gig in
Nauru. He cast the short wave wire. Minute dis-

criminations release poetic rather than cerebral

effects. Listen to the sweet sound/Of life death

bound. Realism, ifit addresses the real, is inexhaust-

ible. But apart from that, my favorite chore is laun-

dry, and in saying so I echo my aunt, the one my

sister is named "aftet," who told me once that when

she's depressed she runs herwasherwith her cheek

against it. The page duplicates the head with geni-
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tals. At this time, perpetual poetry hence poetry

without dread, and there were :many poets ranting
sympathetically, while I could not help, nor would
I, but have maternal passions, knotting the materi-
als of sincerity. I quoted Zola: "'We are experimen-
tal moralists showing by experiment in what fash-

ion a passion behaves in a social milieu." He got
up and went to bed under the prick of economic
necessity and this made him a realist. That I would
make a distinction between really "having some-

thing" and simply being tense is indicative, but I
decided to try a homeopath-he was Austrian and,

I thought, Freudian-but I lost faith in him when
he gave me the little packets of a powder called "X"
and commented conversationally that he would
never treat a mountain climber because daredevils
by definition don't practice proper prevention. In
the trunk prepared for earthquake, water, tuna,
canned peaches and peas, granola bars, brandy, a

little cash. Yet we insist that life is full of happy
chance, matching a number of imperious or spuri-
ous imperious gestures-say, those ofour parakeet.

Where's the key. The world changes from sun to
sun, the world is incomplete-so the scientist's
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work is never done. Stronger than nationalism,
more great than storm, that afternoon cheering at

the baseball park we felt as if Larry, Paull, Anna,
and I had won ry of our last 18 games. Back home
the ice cream had arriven, Gannon brang it, and

we sat around gorgt:ng. On weekends there is mass

solidarity in distractions. And punctuality has rhe-

torical bulk. Within an hour of his arrival in the

Sunset District our visitor was fined by the Fire

Department (for creating a fire hazard\, by the

Health Department (for creating a public health haz-

ard), and by the Police (for breaking zoning ordi-
nances and creating a public nuisance), so he took
both the bale of hay and the black horse out of the

backyard, loaded them into the trailer, and return-
ed to his place in the country. Did Fremont say it
was possible for a squirrel to cross from the Sierras

to the sea without descending from trees. I always

thought my grandmother would complain no mat-

ter what until finally I asked her just what kind of
weather do you want and she said without hesita-

tronTz degrees and no breeze. She showed the left
profile, the good one. Matter what. The bumptious
wayside responds with diversity. She listened, pi-

ously, to Mozart. Broadcasts exploited radio,s un-
precedented realism and listeners were encouraged
to sit in a darkened room so their imaginations
would heighten the effects of reality. Blue mounds
of a cloudless sky. Likewise, I'd like a cow. Repose:
I had taken a walk for repose. A natural thing is
perpetual activity-love is a good example. Ideal-
ism: a) reason kindly rages b) permanent construc-
tion c) the landscape repairs. A word on the world's
wrinkled tables and brood minerais, perfect roof. A
somewhat saltier, earthier tomato grows there and
is more seductive. This is what happened at .'4oo
feet-we had reached a stand of redwood trees in
an area that had never been cut and my ears popped.
The rejection of interruption-the only thing in its
space at the time. Such is the rhythm of cognition,
and the obvious analogy is with music.
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And I in the

middleground

found

This is the year the psy-

chic said was midway the

road I lead my life along.

Speak-only to concen-

trate instability on the

bird whose song you de-

scribe. As I walked I

sucked on lozenges I had

purchased at a store I had passed along the way. As

for we who "love to be astonished," we lead that life

because it is mulish and packed. But wait, I can't

go on, at least not for a minute, the pen is out of
ink. Continuity craves time. A locked liquid, an egg.

Anybody's head, when it is condemned, since at-

tachment to an object always brings death to its
possessor, to reminiscences, will gladly "give a lis-

ten." The jingle of required rabies tags comes in on

the licensed itching dog. And next doorl what can

they be doing that makes the sound of aluminum

pots knocking and crashing together and empty

cardboard cartons falling down stairs. So from age

to age a new realism repeats its reaction against the

reality that the previous age admired. Now lips rule

rubs. The temporal is a form of harsh strapping.

That's not description but testimony. I dreamed of
a person blowing ice, while she dreamed ofthe blot-
ting power, still in "paradise." I take pen in hand to
write as I truly see them of five fat finches feeding
at the cedar feeder on seed and of the single pigeon
pecking at what would have been wasted that had
spilled into the weeds. The intellect lingers, this too
is erotic-the anticipation of the pleasure of mak-
ing sense. It's true, there are too many pieces to my
idea, and I like to move them around (but continu-
ity craves time). We all were learning Russian let-
ters, which looked like twigs, upper limit trees. I
became obsessed with patience, its patterns, the
amount of time it took, the containment of the req-

uisite recurrence and ultimate disconnection. Skies

are the terrains ofthis myopic, eyes are the servants

of perception. Of course, this is a poem, that modei
of inquiry. Of death life bound. Was Lucretius then
an elitist. In the kitchen on the white blackboard
we wrote reminders and left messages, and this one

told me that the mayonnaise was gone and the blue
cheese was gross: gallows, p, o, c. I laugh as if my
pots were clean. If reality is trying to express itself
in words it is certainly taking the long way around.
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The inevitable sentiment is a preliminary, and much
of what I see I want to do. A sentence is a metaphor
since when. I see it continually before me, it impa-
tiently asks for my work. As such, a person on pa-

per, I am androgynous. There is a pointed sun, are

ovoid trees. There were different cheers in the gym
where the girls' volleyball team was playing in
playoffs as I watched, right leg kicking out involun-
tarily when the other team spiked. Years earlier I
had seen that the pedagogical point of the finger
painting done in nursery school is education ofthe
senses, which was the reason that at Anna's the
paints provided were puddings. Now the smell buds
are impressed by old emotions with geraniums and
summer in the dry spicy scrub. Fissures in the
blown street. The movement of the poet's body as

it goes down the street to its car telling its children
to hurry. Carefully I have cruised the aisles, wisely
selecting-and now I own my groceries. With
Walkman, I took sanctuary. "'W'as that first piece
written or improvised?" the music critic asked and
"written" the musician replied: "W'ritten; originally
we wanted it to be improvised but there just wasn't
enough time." On the cold anvil a double drone,
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from the press of concentricity. On the desk a bust
of Lenin and a bottle ofpennies. In the bank a loose
toddler was unhooking and rehooking the
plush-covered chains from their stanchions, which
such toddlers seem compelled to do. The tongue is
strung to the singing gut. A person is intrigued
sometimes by breakdown and sometimes by wa-
terspouts.



The world gives

speech substq.nce

a.nd mind (mile)
stones

My outer ear looks like a

shell, and if you put your
ear to it you will hear the

Gulf. The obvious analogy

is with music...l do love to

compare apples with or-

anges. Many versions of
aspiration...like Russia.

The child was held by a radical, embracing woman,

that primary homesickness I'd known as a child, as

for when and where to breathe. The woman slept

on a lawnmower. Meanwhile a mouse in the wall is

rolling around its acorns. They are dumb buttons,

those that govern bombs. As for we who "love to be

astonished," the saxophone is a diplomat. The

spouse is working on its high tones, while opposite

its opposite sits writing in a book. I could hardly

raise my pen-bearing hand (the page a body's

prop)-yet a word is a buoyant burr. Each artichoke

leafhad been repeatedly flensed, leaving only shreds

ofthe cellulose supporting structure to be discarded

at the end. One after the other the windows of the

building opposite lit up, to braid and coil the cold,

and when the stars began to dim, when the last im-
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mobilizing glare of the frost charred the birch tree
suddenly and for several minutes under the win-
dow, when neighbors began banging the entry door
downstairs, I, folding the hot curtain of tobacco
smoke on mytongue, decided out ofthe blue to see

you. I had returned from Russia banal with shock-
value. Tak. And borrowed a phrase to say that the
mechanics of perception turn psychology into aes-

thetics. fust as years earlier, riding behind my
mother and father slowly in a deluge toward Chey-
enne, I could see, though it was like an apparition
under the boiling thunderheads, a shabby farm-
house, sheds, some horses and a barn-and my dis-
embodied spirit, as if casting offbody andcar, flew
toward it, longing to take it on. A laser beam was
reading inventory digits at the checkout counter
beneath the conversation between the clerk
(Faustina) and me. There are new names perpetu-
ally in products, in poetry in geography. More re-
cently mothers for modesty were marching to the
corner store to protest against some magazines sold
there, so I shopped there. Which are gestures, not
politics-for we do not now speak of politics but
with them. On the upholstery fingers rapping out



the distracting rhythms of the trustworthy world.
'Women wearing Walkmen who were interviewed

at random rejected the notion that they were exhib-

iting alienation: "lt's the'Sos," said one, "andwe're

simply subjecting space to a non-historical perspec-

tive." Concert a to goes one as conversation a to go

doesn't one. No one is a prophet in its own country

no one is a musician in its own city. Blunders into a

babushka's courtyard where stood her vast glass urn

of aging wine, touching its tongue of red and yel-

low light to the shadow of a great stone egg. Soon

dogs and sun are bugs and moon. Such displace-

ments alter illusions, which is all-to-the-good. The

bricks made from their dirt are a different, darker

red. We walked away from the car toward the cabin

in the utter silence of the late, dark country night

after a long drive up from the city to the mountains

and we rested for a minute on the dirt path through

a field where Larry said, "Listen, come here, can

you hear, residual noises are coming out ofmy ears."

They are confined on prevailing winds. In the cor-

responding sky float ashes of audibility. In an an-

cient bowl of portrait cobalt. He says his head spins

in the south wind's lateral light that ends winter

with the breaking of ice. No, I agree, he says fur-
ther, the night doesn't owe the sky moonlight, but
I, to be candid, might agree with everything. So the
principled citizens of our country are gauche about
caution. One looks out from the blue-green rock
across Bloody Run to Bald Mountain, one begins to
work in plane air. No one is keeping a diary, where
the founding confusion is restored. I boosted the
volume on the stereo, because I can type faster when
I don't hear my hands. The grasses in the fields are

dairy-white andyellow, and the sunlight shining on
them seems uneven, inconsistent, unstable. Sud-

denly the ground over the plates more great than
states quakes, and the bureau wiggles in aftershock.
Vividly my father from Oakland was able to imag-
ine someone Gertrude Stein. This is mysterious.
My mother was born just ten years before Rilke died,

but boarding the steamer from Alaska as a child
she never encountered him. Ear-marked,
sound-bound. To goggle at the blessed place that
realism requires.
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Aword to guard

continents of

fruits and organs

A landscape in a land-
scape, an appointment in
my house, there can be a

summer in a summer. To

dread differently. The
clock's tick-tocking is talk-

ing. Now where on our
long walks my grandfa-

ther had gone with his walking stick I go with my

mace, to the hills behind Oakland, along paths

where even in the abrupt absoluteness of the dark

shadows which are characteristic of redwoods the

air carries white and yellow motes of spinning vis-

ible light. There is tension in the connecting string.

A person all partialness and mouth never knows

where to begin. But any translator will complain,
woof is translation and gav transliteration. )eal-
ousy-by bomb, laser, sidearm, terror, poison, stran-

gling, drowning, virus, starvation, electrocution, old

age, or machine. It has a large head on its geometri-

cal body in a rare combination of the mystic and

the person of action. Such is the rhythm of cogni-

tion, a maudlin source of anxiety. We are ruled by

the fantastic laws of clinging. There is pulse on the

pit of paradise. The night is rubbed shiny and re-
sembles an egg. Is this food or sex for thought, a

person wonders. The woman is the hostess of a
bulb, and not its prisoner. Certain solitary pure
numbers resemble a farmhouse, sheds, horses, and
a barn. Requited differently. It is as if the dust cast
off by the redwoods and perpetually forming the
atmosphere ofthe forest with its warm yellow light
and cold blue shadows makes a prison of the air, or
prism, which confines the light. Morphemes ofevi-
dence, units of appeal. Its time in spines. I drone
the phrase of discontinuitywho have the landscape
under realism. So I take the pen and paper with me
as I set out for a walk, on which I intend to set out
a problem, sure that I'11work. The old grandfather
was raging with his crutch in the courtyard, flailing
at the full stone egg, but he smashed instead the
giant wine jug-the old woman shrieked, crawling
in the dust, and sucked at the filthy pools of spilled
wine. They do not speak in sentences but in battle-
ments, of pleasures and of necessities. Things are
real separately. And I in the middleground found
therefore solace in the chores. Rendition. In the
jungle, decrying, is a toucan with burning lips, bel-
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lows the mockery of helicopters. Faustina said,

When I get home with my groceries you better be-

lieve it I'm not unpacking the car-if they want to

eat they can carry the things in and I've got a lock

and chain for the refrigerator to prove it. Theory is

a principle of presentation. Please, I imagine a for-

eign language to be like a thin stick over a creek,

one must run on it with great speed so it won't have

time to break and without stoppingfor a second so

one won't lose one's balance-even to pause to blink

an eye can snap the stick or topple the speaker. The

adult son and daughter of we "who love to be

astonished"...and really what other chance, con-

clusion, power could l...resume' Now it is night,

and in the window through -y face I see the tree

in a streetlight, its branches swaying, the twigs flut-

tering their flags through the walls. Pouncing are

the reflections, on the adhesive darks. As persons

think so are they thoughts being things. One sum-

mer I worked as a baby-sitter and lived with a fam-

ily and its babies at the beach (this was the same

summer that I read my father's copy of Anna

Karenina and thus made it my own, so that later

that fall it was logical that I should write my name
in every other one of his books), and I remember
hearing about Susanne Langer, whose grandchil-
dren I was taking care of, who, years before, day

after day, when working to complete her distinc-
tion between discursive and nondiscursive symbols,
oblivious to the occasional rain or the cold, would
come to the beach and sit, knocking two rocks to-

gether between her hands, staring out at the waves,

and the image attracted me, symptom of obsession,

but I could see it must have been hard for her chil-
dren. Nature is infinite mediation. lts random rocks
the size ofheads soon become our friends. But that
sentence isn't exactly right-it's not foreign policy
but assumption to a jungle paradise. And the hot
dust of the tobacco smoke fills a sound pot, the
mouth. As when I read in Charles William Beebe's

account of his descent a half-mile deep in a bathy-
sphere the transcribed rapture, the rapture of
units-and phrases are units. Music is very com-
plete. I do not suppose I really am a consolation-
very complete, when each link is directiy abob. The
boat, our lozenge, floated between tall meters of the
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canyon walls charged with colors so close together
that we had to shrink to continue. At the very end

the objective world will withdraw as the handblades

approach.
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'Altruism
in poetry"

In the afternoon until
five I sat in the room
reading theory while eat-

ing a dish of carrots.
Two), power. Now, over-

stimulated, but in depth,
and not artificially (so not
"overamped"), I have laid

out my papers and secured the evening, intending
even to exceed the immediacy that seems for the
moment like foresight (so full ofplans am I). Dogs

in the fog. Someone is dying and approaches the

abstract-"we can no longer ignore ideology, it has

become an important lyrical language." I had heard
this piece of music (it was Shoot Pop) in several

cities, and now hearing it again a shaft of stairs

and a narrow doorway opened into the revolving,
lateral, humidlight of Mechnikov Prospekt and its

dazzlingtranslucent dust, and I felt again the com-
plex happiness of my own fulfilled arrogance and
bemused femininity as it was aroused by the
differently infinite cathedral at Amiens (my
mother's mother had married her cousin, thus
keeping her maiden name, and she asserted that
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"Ruskin" was a corruption ofher "Erskine," and that
he was one of the relatives), but though I could say

the music brought these places "home" to me, the

composition itself grew increasingly strange as I
listened again, less recognizable, in the dark, as

when one repeats a word or phrase over and over

in order to disintegrate its associations, to
defamiliartzeir, and the man playing it amazed me

with his assertion. Days die. You fold back the black

covers and the binder opens like a snapdragon. Pre-

liminaries consist of such eternity, rewriting in an

unstable text. The voice of the saxophone, as they

say, is very humanlike, yet an object of envy. It is
boring to lack questions when they talk. And an-

other thing: devious, and cotton, but with sweetly

analytical hacking and hilarity (I have said, and

meant, that I want people to "get" this, andyet, with
expansive sensations, I hate to "lighten up"). The

actuality sets (flutters) new standards of proclivity.
The pattern of the linoleum tiles organizes my
mopping of them, and when I have to cross clean

floor in order to rinse the mop, I spread a towel and

step on it, though then that makes more laundry.

The reduction of expression to experience. \Vhat is

the meaning hung from that depend, the impa-
tience of the made. Language R is parallel to lan-
guage E, perhaps they cannot touch, so we fall into
a translation (description) trance. A person is a bit
of space that has gotten itselfin moments. Nowwith
the neighbors on the left, whom we hear talking
above the sound of cooking through the open win-
dows in summer, we share a lawnmower and a
fence. Bees buzz flower bound. Overhead a small
plane drags a banner, it is summer, its engines rev-
ving and whining-for years I suffered nightmares
in which just such a plane would lose control and
plunge spinning through the roof of the school-
room, blazingthe cobalt, red, green, and yellow of
the Hammond World Atlas. I in my chronic ideas
return. Stalin medallions dangle at the windshield
in trucks throughout the republics-why do they
do this. The language of inquiry pedagogy of po-
etry. One doesn't want to be seduced by the sheer
wonder of it all, whereby everything is transformed
by beauty. There is a bulging lake and sunlight juts
from it like a rock, as laughter for its practitioners.
Past midnight, exhausted, fainting, and very old,
the gray ice-Halley's beaver-was swimming in
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the sky toward the deep forest on the distant ridge,

its tail partially submerged. The flow ofthoughts-
impossible! A word to guard continents of fruits
and organs, a drone in the corresponding sky. The

throat singing of the Eskimo in katajak, revolving.
So great is the fear of dissipating a single opportu-
nity. For that word you must take the car, which
stands in front of the dusty shingled house for two
days by pale hairs and then in front of an acrid but
also sweetly musty yellow hillside in shadows a mile
away for another two without ever having been any

place between. Take symmetry. Red mother, red fa-

ther, many red and rosy children, most of them
women of stability. That word. It is not imperfect
to have died, it is ever a matter of remembering the

right thing at the right moment. The present is a

member. A peopled stone springs out ofthe ground
at the kissing sun. Undropping ardor. I've been a

blind camera allday in preparation for this dream.

The wayward induction from home (to produce
evidence that what I've heard was interesting) of
some revolution. How long is that ball-of sound.

I confess candidly that I was adequately happy un-
til I was asked if I was...we are filled with scruples
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about individualism and...a disturbance on the lap-

ping-happiness is worthless, my grandfather as-

sured me when he was very old, he had never sought

it for himself or for my father, it had nothing to do

with whether or not a life is good. The fear of death

is residue, its infinity overness, equivalence-an ab-

solute. Reluctance such that it can't be filled.
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